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SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
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Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

MISSING:
Claudia
Lawrence,
who was
35 when
she went
missing
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Newsquest Media Group, a wholly
owned subsidiary of US-based
Gannett Co. Inc., is one of the
UK’s largest regional newspaper
publishers.
We serve our customers through:
• 17 daily paid-for titles, more than 200
weekly newspapers, magazines and trade
publications, and a network of
award-winning web sites
• A weekly readership of more than
13 million
• A weekly circulation of more than
10 million copies
• A digital portfolio of newspaper and
online-only brands which attract more than
8.3 million Unique Visits a month
• A network of more than 158 local
newspaper and portal websites
• Approximately 5,000 employees
• Six newspaper printing sites
• Direct marketing and door-to-door delivery

Our vision
Consumers will choose Newsquest media for
their news and information needs, anytime,
anywhere, in any form.

Our mission
To successfully transform Newsquest to the
new environment. We will provide must-have
news and information on demand across
all media, ever mindful of our journalistic
responsibilities.
Newsquest’s objective is to have marketleading brands disseminating local
information in a number of different and
simultaneous ways, which reﬂect the views
and aspirations of the communities they
serve. Our multi-media brands must be the
authoritative source of information that
customers can trust; being willing to listen but
not afraid to question.
Newsquest is market-led and technologydriven and with all its products - both print
and electronic - the Company’s aim is always
to provide optimum service to customers.

Newsquest North East has grown into a dynamic media business publishing several
titles. To compliment print, our titles have their own dedicated websites. Newsquest
North East aims to offer readers and advertisers alike an unrivalled service
throughout Darlington and surrounding areas.
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Why Advertise?
Well, because it works!! But don’t just take our word for is, here’s the proof:
The effectiveness consultancy Benchmarketing have analysed what happens when companies
include press advertising in their media mix. They looked at 500 econometric models, across
a five-year period and discovered that adding newspapers dramatically increases the return on
investment of other media.
Over half were service companies who saw the effectiveness of their TV advertising double, ROI of
their overall campaigns treble and their online digital display enjoy a four-fold increase.
Individual categories also saw impressive results.
Automotive campaigns clocked a 70% increase.
In travel, effectiveness trebled. In retail it leapt by 2.8 times. And most remarkable of all, in the
financial category, Benchmarketing uncovered an increase of 5.7 times.
So, whatever business you are in, you should be in the newspapers.
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Our brands…

The Northern Echo is one of the biggest and most respected regional daily newspapers in the UK.
More people read The Northern Echo today than at any time in the newspaper’s history. More than
209,940* people turn to The Northern Echo every day. In print, on our website and via dedicated
social media channels, The Northern Echo is a northern powerhouse in regional journalism – one
you can rely on to drive response to your advertising.
Our weekly newspapers lead their markets too reaching the majority of people living in their main
distribution area. Brands like the Darlington & Stockton Times and the Durham Times share a
unique relationship of trust with their readers, many of whom fit the profile of the up-market ABC1
demographic.
The Advertiser Series of free newspapers offers unrivalled market penetrations across the NorthEast. The six different newspapers within the Advertiser Series offer advertisers the opportunity
to pin-point a market for response.

Our people…

We employ more journalists in our markets than any other news organisation – in fact we’re pretty
sure we employ more than all the other news providers including the BBC! Our writers include
some of The North’s most popular: Mike Amos, Peter Barron, Sharron Griffiths and we employ
some of the top sports writers too including Scott Wilson and Paul Fraser.
Our advertising team can help you get the best return from your investment in advertising with us.
We can provide telephone and on-line support or face to face help for advertisers who prefer to
do business in person.

dst.co.uk
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News briefs
Villagers rush to help
injured churchgoer
VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

Record sale
BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.

Hustings held
A HUSTINGS, to which all seven
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
parliamentary constituency have been
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
Sowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.

Election forum
A FORUM for General Election candidates
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
by the Churches Together group. It will
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
open to all members of the public.

Revamped gardens at hall to be revealed

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography

THE gardens of one of the last Edwardian country houses to be built in
Yorkshire before the First World War
are set to be opened for the first time
after a lengthy restoration project.
After years of neglect which saw part
of the grounds at Sion Hill Hall, near
Thirsk, grazed by sheep, Michael
Mallaby, chairman of the hall’s trustees, has transformed the gardens
to complement the neo-Georgian
property, designed by the “Lutyens of
the North”, Walter Brierley.
A garden created to mark the property’s centenary has been recently
completed, after a year of planning,
and includes perfumed roses, delphiniums and peonies.
The gardens will be opened on June
20 and 21 to raise funds for the
National Garden Scheme, which supports charities such as Marie Curie
Cancer Care, the Carers Trust and
Hospice UK.
For more details, call 01845-587206.

I’ll vote for opposition if
they can cut council tax
A SENIOR councillor has pledged
to vote for the opposition if they can
run a council on the same level of
council tax as a neighbouring authority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
which is controlled by a group of
Independents, made the statement
after local Conservatives chose to
highlight what they claimed was
the “stark difference” in council tax
bills between Richmondshire and

By Joe Willis
Staff Reporter
Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories
erected a sign at the boundary between the two councils at Kiplin,
near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading
leisure facilities, figures released
by the National Audit Commission
found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

Our content…

Our stories are published 24 hours a day, seven days a week and readers know they can rely on
our material for its accuracy and credibility. This is why more people turn to us for news in our
markets than any other news provider.
We offer a free artwork and design service for both print and on-line advertising and marketing
support to ensure you get the best possible return.

MacBook Pro

£1

MacBook Pro

Source: *ABC (July 2016) **Adobe Marketing Cloud March 2015
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Conservatives also criticised the
Richmondshire administration for
stopping funding for CCTV cameras.
Cllr Fleur Butler, leader of the
council’s Conservative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable situation
and it has to change.
“Why should our council tax be
double just because we live in Richmondshire?

Continued on page 2
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with her murder.
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Revamped gardens at hall to be revealed

murder of the York chef,
Villagers rush to help
bringing the total number
injured churchgoer
VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography

THE gardens of one of the last Edwardian country houses to be built in
Yorkshire before the First World War
are set to be opened for the first time
after a lengthy restoration project.
After years of neglect which saw part
of the grounds at Sion Hill Hall, near
Thirsk, grazed by sheep, Michael
Mallaby, chairman of the hall’s trustees, has transformed the gardens
to complement the neo-Georgian
property, designed by the “Lutyens of
the North”, Walter Brierley.
A garden created to mark the property’s centenary has been recently
completed, after a year of planning,
and includes perfumed roses, delphiniums and peonies.
The gardens will be opened on June
20 and 21 to raise funds for the
National Garden Scheme, which supports charities such as Marie Curie
Cancer Care, the Carers Trust and
Hospice UK.
For more details, call 01845-587206.
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Record sale

BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.

Chester-le-Street

Hustings held

chesterlestreetadvertiser.co.uk
A HUSTINGS,
to which all seven
A SENIOR councillor has pledged
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
to vote for the opposition if they can
parliamentary constituency have been
run a council on the same level of
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
council tax as a neighbouring auSowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.
thority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
A FORUM for General Election candidates
which is controlled by a group of
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Independents, made the statement
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
after local Conservatives chose to
by the Churches Together group. It will
highlight what they claimed was
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
the “stark difference” in council tax
open to all members of the public.
bills between Richmondshire and
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Delight as
Post Office
set to stay

Election forum

By Joe Willis
Staff Reporter

Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories
erected a sign at the boundary between the two councils at Kiplin,
near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading
leisure facilities, figures released
by the National Audit Commission
found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

February 28, 2015

Conservatives also criticised the
Richmondshire administration for
stopping funding for CCTV cameras.
Cllr Fleur Butler, leader of the
council’s Conservative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable situation
and it has to change.
“Why should our council tax be
double just because we live in Richmondshire?

theadvertiser

By Mark Summers

Roger Gale, general manager of the Crown Post Office network, said: “Post
Office can confirm that
we are withdrawing the
proposal to relocate Chester-le-Street Post Office to
North Burns.
“Chester-le-Street Post
Office will therefore be
retained in its current location and will continue
to be operated directly by
Post Office Ltd.
“I would like to express
my appreciation for the
great work of our colleagues
at
Chester-leStreet Post Office who
continue to provide an
excellent service to customers.”
Mr Jones said: “It was a
damn silly idea in the first
place so it is good news.
“If you go to the post office, on a weekday or on a

Staff Reporter

Saturday, it is chocker.
“Where they were proposing to put it, near a
busy junction and away
from the rest of the shops,
was nonsense.
“The new place would
have been cramped and
would also have left a
large, empty building on
Front Street with no use.
“It is good news the Post
Office have seen sense but
we need to guard against
the fact they may try to
find another location.”
The proposal, part of a
national programme to
switch services to franchised operations, was opposed by residents and the
Communication Workers
Union (CWU),
Concerns centred on the
new location and facilities
there and the loss of experienced Post Office staff.

Consett & Stanley

PLANS to close Chesterle-Street’s main post office and move services
to a franchise have been
dropped.
The Post Office says that
a significant increase in
rental costs has made unsustainable its proposals
to replace the Crown facility at 137 Front Street
with counters in a shop in
North Burns.
The planned shake-up
was unpopular with many
customers and the news
has been welcomed by
North Durham Labour MP
Kevan Jones.
But he has warned that
the town will have to
watch for Post Office managers trying to revisit the
idea in the future.

consettstanleyadvertiser.co.uk

£2m library
move will
sa £62,000
save
every year

Gridiron cash boost

Week ending

crease the number of visitors and poof
tential income as a result of offering
a range of services from one building.
“The existing Cap building in Front
Street was considered as part of the
options appraisal completed before
a final decision was made, but due
to the constraints of the building, it
would not have been possible to meet
the Disability Discrimination Act
compliance standards required to operate a multi-functional facility.”
Work got under way last month and
is expected to take about a year.
The facilities will replace the current gym weights room and squash
courts on the second level of the
sports centre.
Durham County Councillor Olga
Milburn, who represents the Tanfield ward, which covers Stanley, said:
“What we will be getting is an accessible building that will be provide
better facilities than both the library
and the customer access point. People
may query the cost but they will be
getting a modern facility.”

PLANS to move a library and other
council services into a leisure centre
will cost more than £2million and

Durham Advertiser
Distribution: 24,874+

Week ending

Playground given
Stephanie’s a winner
£90,000 upgrade
Durham County Council has confirmed its budget for moving Stanley Library and its customer access
point into the Louisa Centre. It hopes
to make annual savings on running
costs and ongoing maintenance.
Mary Readman, customer relations
manager at Durham County Council,
said the move is part of an ongoing
strategy looking at council buildings
across the county.
It is understood any money made
from the sale of the buildings will be
used to offset the development and
other relocation costs incurred across
the county.
Ms Readman said: “There will be
savings from moving both these serBy Mark
vicesSummers
into the one venue at the Louisa
Centre and the project should inStaff Reporter

A RUNDOWN village playground has been transformed into a modern facility thanks to the efforts of
fundraisers.
The park at Pond Street,
High Shincliffe, near Durham City, has had nearly
£90,000 spent on giving it a
complete makeover.
Rusty old play equipment
dating from the 1960s has
been replaced with the latest models and the park’s
football pitch is getting an
artificial surface.
The village has been raising money for more than
two years. That has brought
in £5,000 through charity
events while the bulk of the
money came in grants from
funding providers.
Villagers Jane Rann and
Claire Ketley got the ball
rolling and are delighted
with the result. The newlook park has been open for
a few weeks and an official
opening was held on Friday.

Online Weekly Unique Audience: 22,817*****
Total Combined Weekly Audience: 82,257**/*****

April 25, 2015

AN AMERICAN football club in Chester-le-Street for youngsters is getting
£1,000 from Cestria Community Housing for equipment and pitch hire.
The North Durham Knights were set up in 2013 to interest 11 to 17-yearolds in the thriving sport and hopes to compete in a national league.
Coach Matt Logan said: “The grant means we can buy helmets and
shoulder pads so the team can play the full contact game more often – as
opposed to flag football where they just learn the basic skills.
“The contact sport is what most of the youngsters want to try so it’s great
we will now be able to offer this option.
“With the Superbowl being shown on Channel Four last month we’ve
seen an upsurge in interest from youngsters.
“With the grant from Cestria, we will be able to widen opportunities for
these young people to get involved in the game.”
The grant comes from Cestria’s Giving Committee, which is administered
by the County Durham Community Foundation.
Christine Scott, Assistant Director of Corporate Services, said: “The
North Durham Knights club does a fantastic job providing opportunities.”

Chester-le-Street circulation 14,278 Jan-Dec 2013 100% free.
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Players Nathan Baker and Callum Harker, front, with head coach
Matt Logan. In yellow with other players are coach Aaron Arkley
(left) and general manager Barbara Greenwell
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Stephanie Cassar-Thurgood had not even heard of the Miss Durham contest
until someone suggested she apply to take part. But on Saturday night the
judges chose the 24-year-old from Stanley as their winner and she will now
roundabout. There was one
represent County Durham in Miss England.
FULL STORY – PAGE 7
broken bench in there before, but now we have got
five really nice benches.
a
new springer and even new
bins and a wet pour surface
instead of the concrete that
used to be there. It has been a
long journey, but well worth
it.”
Mrs Ketley applied for
funding with the support of
the Shincliffe Community
Association. The events held
locally included a chip butty
ball at the local WI hut, a
toddle in the park, a treasure
hunt and a gastro night at a
Durham hotel.
Most of the money came
from the Impetus Environmental Trust, which distributes Landfill Community
Fund cash, the James Knott
Trust, Muckle Solicitors,
Cllr David Stoker, the Durham Area Action Partnership, Shincliffe Parish Council and the County Durham
Community Foundation.
Mrs Ketley said she was delighted with the support.

“We have a new seesaw,
Consett & Stanley Advertiser circulation January-December 2014 22,840 100% Free.

Children make
the most of
new park
equipment in
High Shincliffe
Picture: TOM
BANKS

Mrs Ketley, who has two
sons aged seven and five,
said: “There was play park
equipment here but it was
so old.
“It was 1960s. There was
concrete, a slide that was
1.7 metres high – it was a
really big slide – and when

they came to take it down it
fell apart, it was so old and
rusted. There were a couple
of swings there as well.
“It looks so much better
now. The park was always
busy, but now it is always
swamped. It is really good
now, it has been a long time

coming. We have a big centrepiece with turrets, a flag
and climbing wall and peri-

scope. There are loads of
durhamtimes.co.uk
little bits to it, there’s lots of

climbing in there.
“We have a toddler house,
some really nice swings,
a basket swing, and a new

Friday, April 17, 2015

60p

Durham Advertiser circulation January - December 2014 21,074 100% Free.
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The improbable
bishop page 29
Newsbriefs

Safety crews beef
up river knowhow

Cathedral set to stage
Holocaust evening

DURHAM Cathedral will host a moving
Holocaust memorial evening tomorrow.
InterOpera will present Darkness to Light,
an evening of classical music and survivors’
stories marking the 70th anniversary of the
Durham Light Infantry helping to liberate
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
Guest speakers will include Dame Esther
Rantzen and actor Kevin Whately. There
will be performances from soprano Penelope
Randall-Davis, tenor James Edwards, the
Reg Vardy Band and four choirs conducted
by Alistair Dawes. A new piece by Durhamborn composer Will Todd titled Lament will
also be aired.
The show starts at 8pm. Tickets are £8 to
£22. To book, call 03000-266-600. For more
information, visit interopera.org.

Moreinside

Fire officers demonstrate water rescue drills on the Wear

Teacher mourned

Parents of a young teacher who died on
holiday in Mexico have paid tribute to their
daughter... page 5
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FIREFIGHTERS have
been training so they
are ready for any further
river rescues.
Crews were out honing
their skills on the River
Wear in Durham City
yesterday, as part of a
week-long water safety
campaign.
The effort comes after
several river deaths in
recent months.
For the first time, the
Chief Fire Officers’ Association has been running
a nationally co-ordinated
campaign to mark
Drowning Prevention
and Water Safety Week.

Momentum grows for
town council campaign

theadvertiser

Digs dismay

A chorus of boos from opponents greeted the
approval of a £15m plan for more student
accommodation... page 7

Seven-way contest

Seven names are in the hat to be Durham
City’s next MP... page 9

Emergency services have
been raising awareness
this week of the ‘fatal
five’ risk factors – cold
water shock, underwater
dangers, water conditions, alcohol and swimming ability.
Yesterday, firefighters
carried out safety demonstrations and handed
out leaflets around Framwellgate Bridge.
The results of an independent review of river
safety by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) were
announced on Wednesday.
l Full story: page 3

ANGER over a string of controversial planning decisions has prompted renewed calls for Durham to
have its own town council.
Labour’s Roberta BlackmanWoods said Durham needed a
stronger voice and “now is the time”
to create a town council for the currently unparished areas of the city
centre.
Her call won the qualified backing of rival General Election candidates Craig Martin of the Liberal
Democrats, Conservative Rebecca
Coulson, Jonathan Elmer from the
Green Party and independent John
Marshall.
A town council could have powers over some services and a say on
planning issues.
There have been fears over a

By Mark Tallentire
Staff Reporter

Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield
darlingtonaycliffesedgefieldadvertiser.co.uk

“democratic deficit” since Durham
City Council was abolished in 2009
but a previous attempt to create a
town council failed in 2012 amid
public disinterest.
There was also disagreement over
whether a council should cover all of
Durham, the city centre and Newton Hall or the city centre only.
Dr Blackman-Woods said she
felt public opinion “might” have
changed and is collecting signatures for a petition asking Durham
County Council to consult on the
issue.
The council is required to carry
out a community governance review

within 12 months if the petition is
signed by 7.5 per cent of the electorate, about 1,400 names.
Dr Blackman-Woods, who wants a
town council to cover the city centre
only, said: “There are some areas
in Durham City that are not represented by a parish council which is
totally unfair and many residents
feel that because of this their voices
are not being fully heard.
“It doesn’t make sense for the city
centre to be unparished – we need
a really vibrant and active parish
council.”
Mr Martin said he wanted a town
council, the Lib Dems had been
pushing for it and Labour at County
Hall had held it back.
Ms Coulson said the Conservatives had campaigned for a town

Lives of tragic teens are
celebrated by hundreds

council but a consultation process
would be very costly, so the council
should “just get on with it”.
Mr Elmer said the Greens supported the initiative and would
gather signatures for the petition
while Mr Marshall said Durham
City needed a more independent
voice and the campaign had his
support.
A Neighbourhood Planning Forum for Durham was set up early
last year but county council planning committees, mostly comprising
councillors from outside Durham
City, have still approved a number
of controversial developments, including recently large-scale student
accommodation schemes for lower
Claypath and Kepier Court.
l Comment: page 23

Week ending

April 24, 2015

By Hannah Bryan
Staff reporter

HUNDREDS of people came together at
the weekend to show their support for the
families of two friends who were killed in
separate tragedies just days apart.
Scores of young people gathered at 4Motion Skate Park, in Darlington, on Friday
to remember 15-year-old Kyle Hull, who
died after falling through a roof at Darlington Auction Mart.
As a tribute to the scooter rider, his
friends wore T-shirts with the words
“Ride for Kyle” as they rode around the
park, while donations were given to help
his family with funeral costs.
A raffle was also held, with prizes donated by a number of local businesses,
including Asda, Morrisons, the Station
pub in Hurworth, and Skerne Park shop,
while 4Motion gave their facilities free.
Kyle’s mother, Michele, said she was
overwhelmed with the turnout, and
thanked everyone, while his uncle, Darren added: “Some people judge the richness of an area by the size of your house
or how expensive your car is, but on a
council estate it is the size of your heart
that counts.”
His friend, Sophie Bates, 16, said Kyle
would have been extremely proud of everybody coming together.
As a tribute to her friend, 14-year-old
Kassie Kilpatrick had her thick, brown
hair shaved off in front of crowds of Saturday shoppers in Darlington town centre
to raise money for Kyle’s family.
His
uncle, Luke Medcalf, who was
northyorkshireadvertiser.co.uk
watching in the crowd, said: “We are absolutely over the moon with how everyone has come together.”
On Sunday, hundreds gathered at 3D
Strength Gym, in Darlington’s Skerne
Park, to remember Tyrone Singh, who
was killed when the silver Hyundai Getz
he was driving collided with a barrier on
the A66 between Darlington and Stockton,
in the early hours of Wednesday.
As the 18-year-old was an aspiring bodybuilder and strongman competitor, the
event featured a strongman competition,
as well as sumo wrestling, a tug-of-war

theadvertiser
North Yorkshire

Friends of Kyle Hull release balloons in his memory at 4Motion skate park in Darlington
Week ending
Picture: STUART BOULTON

Anger at
constant
work on
A-road

April 23, 2015
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contest, bouncy castle and tombola, with
prizes donated by friends and neighbours.
The event, which was supported by
Sparta Security, was organised by his personal trainer, Dale McPherson, who said:
“It was absolutely brilliant. Tyrone would
have loved it. The locals said they had
never seen the community come together
like this before.”
Kyle’s funeral will be held on Thursday
at 12.30pm at St Cuthbert’s Church, in
Darlington. All are welcome.
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Online Weekly Reach:
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By Janet Gleeson
Staff Reporter

AN irate householder is calling for an amnesty from
roadworks for the main road
outside his home – which he
reckons is the most dug up
road in Britain.
Dave Brown claims the past
two years have been a constant
round of one-way traffic light
systems and works on the A684
Bedale Road, in Aiskew.
“The utility companies just
seem to be taking turns to dig
the road up, and because it’s
the main road into the Dales
there is a lot of traffic.”
He said the latest roadworks
were sparked after a barn
fire behind the main road on
March 1 when a fire hydrant
started leaking badly.
“After numerous phone calls
to Yorkshire Water they did
come out, but it took a long
northernfarmer.co.uk
time to sort out, and because
there was a lot of water there
was a lot of mud, the road was
in a state and for people who
live here it was awful.
“On April 7 another leak appeared on a fire hydrant 500
yards from the original hydrant which was repaired.
“Even when that was repaired the hole was still there
and the traffic lights were still
there and after ringing York-

IN THIS ISSUE

Tractor review
looks at latest
models

shire Water again nothing
happened.
“We have had a constant
stream of utilities digging up
Katrina Addison with some of her artwork
this road. Before Yorkshire
Water it was gas, and previously British Telecom, it just
doesn’t end,” added Mr Brown.
He believes a new bypass being built to take traffic around
Centre providing art sessions
A FREELANCE artist from
Leeming Bar, Aiskew and
for parents and pre-school
Thirsk is the latest to have her
Bedale could help but up to 400
children and ran art actvities
work displayed at
new homes are being built on
at Thirsk Leisure Centre. She
Northallerton’s Civic Centre.
sites along the A684 in Aiskew
runs her own Saturday art
Katrina Addison graduated
and Leeming Bar which could
mean more utility companies
clubs at Carlton Miniott and
in fine art in 2001at De
digging up the road to install
Rural Arts in Thirsk.
Montfort University in
new services.
A mum-of-two with another
Leicester and has worked in
“I really do believe Bedale
one on the way, she likes to
various schools around
Road in Aiskew has been dug
work with mixed media and
Yorkshire and the north-east
up and had traffic lights more
has recently developed her
as a specialist tutor.
than any other road in the UK.
own drawing styles as a
She also spent a number of
There must be more the utility
greetings card designer.
years at Thirsk Children’s
companies can do to ensure
work is carried out at the same
time, he said.
A Yorkshire Water spokesperson said: “We notified ourThe Voice of Farming in the North
repair and maintenance partner Morrison Utility Services
to fix the fire hydrant water
leak on Bedale Road as soon as
possible and apologise for any
inconvenience caused. A burst
water main has also occurred
nearby on this road recently,
which we have repaired and
will be removing the temporary traffic lights very soon to
ease congestion.”

Artist’s work goes on display
“The quality of the pieces is
outstanding,” said
Hambleton’s arts
development officer Kate
Staines. She chooses
subjects that interest and
inspire her, from landscapes
to portraits to animals.
“We are always delighted
when a local artist asks to
display their work here as it
gives them a chance to exhibit
to a much wider audience.”

A NUMBER of car parks in
the Hambleton district are to
be closed for resurfacing over
Pages
30-37
the coming
weeks.
Hambleton District Council

nated to keep disruption to a
minimum. Parking will also
be available in the Market
Place and the nursery and
bakery car parks.
The main entrance road to

Northallerton Forum will be
closed from April 27 to May
1 for repairs. The pedestrian
access via the main entry
will be maintained and the
short stay and long stay car
parks will be still open with
alternative access available.
“We apologise for any inconvenience and disruption
this may cause,” said Clive
Thornton, corporate facilities manager for the council.
“We are trying to keep disturbance to a minimum.”

North Yorkshire Advertiser circulation
January-December 2014 20,182 100% Free.
Page 45

The future is
Blue Texels
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10,000**** (3,000 direct mailings to farmers across the northern
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Meet our
Northern
Farmer of the
Year, Robert
McDonald, of
Kelloe Mains
Farm, near
Duns, with The
Northern Farmer
publisher, Jenny
Thompson, at
the Pavilions of
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For a full report
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Disturbance will be kept
minimal while resurfacing
work on the Millgate and
Firstwill
female
Marage car parks at Thirsk
between
April 21 and April
cattle
warden
24. The closures will be alter-
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STEPS to ensure that farmers and their
agents can complete their Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) claims on time
have been announced by the Rural
Payments Agency (RPA).
While the core and registration parts
of the Rural Payments system are
working well, there have been performance problems with the online interface that farmers and agents use.
The RPA is now offering farmers
and their agents the use of established
forms and processes to complete their
claims by the deadline. The RPA will
then input this data on to the system,
and will be able to make payments to

farmers from December 2015.
Apart from registering, farmers will
not be asked to enter any further data
online now. Data that has already been
entered onto the system has been saved
and will be used.
Two forms are now available to
download from the RPA’s website at
gov.uk. These are RLE1, which allows
claimants to transfer land and entitlements and make changes to their land;
and BP5, the BPS claim form.
RPA chief executive, Mark Grimshaw, said: “My priority is to ensure
that every farmer and agent has the
help they need to make their claims
on time.
“Having listened to feedback, the
RPA will now combine existing forms

ing their claim by email.
that farming businesses are used to,
with data that the Rural Payments sysn Farm businesses that need to map
new features can use existing forms to
tem already has. This will mean that
prepare their claims, before they are
everyone who is registered and wants
sent a form in April, which they can
to complete a 2015 Basic Payment
submit by post or at a drop-in centre.
Scheme claim can do so.”
Any farmer who has not received an
The RPA has started emailing all
up-to-date map of their land from the
farmers and agents, who have already
RPA in the past six months will be sent
registered on the Rural Payments webone during April.
site, to provide further detail on comMark Grimshaw said that they welpleting and submitting claims.
comed the announcement by CommisThe new ways farmers can complete
sioner Hogan to offer an extension of
their claims are:
businesses with little change
the deadline for BPS claims to June 15.
n FarmCOMPLIMENTARY
to their land will be fast-tracked by
Farmers and their agents can obtain
the RPA. They will receive an email
help at RPA drop-in centres or by
in April that summarises the land and
calling the helpline on 03000 200301.
entitlement information already held,
Farmers still need to register using the
together with instructions on completonline service to start the process.
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northernecho.co.uk • durhamtimes.co.uk
darlingtonandstocktontimes.co.uk
theadvertiserseries.co.uk*

Page Views: 6,387,239
Visitors:
2,674,853
Unique Visits: 1,258,956
Site Section

Page Views

Visitors

Unique Visits

News

4,253,51

1,888,450

873,296

Homepage

663,021

443,373

130,995

Announcements

429,749

108,243

42,636

Sport

319,573

226,739

140,069

Photos

43,552

1,820

2,001

Search

51,095

18,417

14,289

Homes

274,875

13,780

11,650

Features

46,535

25,724

21,282

MacBook Pro

Source: Adobe Marketing Cloud March 2016 * Including all 4 individual free title websites
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Online
Targeting
Options
Contextual
We are now able to place advertisements
on the page according to the subject of the
news stories on that page. For example, if we
have a story about a school or college on our
site we would categorise this to education. If
a customer had chosen to target education
stories their advertisement would appear on
the page where this story appears.
Demographic
We can profile our users in order to
identify their gender, age, household
income, education level and whether
they have children. The customer can
then identify which demographic they
believe would be most suitable to target in

order to get response and we will then show
their advertisement to that demographic
regardless of what they are reading when they
use our site. For example, if you are selling
children’s clothing you could target parents
with children.
Behavioural
We can gather information on people’s online
browsing habits. This enables us to target
your advertising to people who have been
looking at websites which would suggest they
are interested in your product or service. For
example, a travel agent could target people
who have been visiting travel websites.
Meteo Targetting
We can target advertising dependent on
what the weather forecast is on our site. For
example, if a customer sells snow shovels they
could target snow therefore when there is
snow showing in the forecast panel of our site
their advertisement would be displayed.
Section
All the sections on our site can be targeted.
For example a school could target the
education section.

Bespoke. Please speak to one of our digital representatives to find out about various
other bespoke formats that we can provide.

MacBook Pro
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Click2Find
Your Local Online Directory
How do you find a local plumber,
gardener, tile shop, restaurant,
florist, garage etc.?

Search online? But where?
A high impact promotional campaign, Click2Find, is running on thenorthernecho.co.uk,
darlingtonandstocktontimes.co.uk, durhamtimes.co.uk, and theadvertiserseries.co.uk reaching over
1,280,000 local people every month*.

Can you afford for your business to miss out on
this growing market place?
Prospective customers are searching for a specific type of business, make yours stand out from the rest with a
super enhanced listing which includes:
• Business contact details.
• Link to your website. If you
don’t have one, use the
enhanced listing in your
promotional material.
• Upload up to 4 photos of
your business.
• Business logo.

• Option to share your listing
through Facebook, Twitter
and email.
• Enhanced description
of services. This can aid
search engine optimisation
for your company.

• Google map.
• Upload professional
accreditation badges
e.g. Gas Safe.
• Your enhanced listing will
appear at the top of the
Click2Find search results.**

ALL THIS 3 Months 6 Months 1 Year
FOR ONLY £45 £80 £150
49p/Day

*Adobe Marketing Cloud March 2016
**All enhanced listings rotate in the top 3 positions randomly

44p/Day

41p/Day

MacBook Pro
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Click2Find

Extra LOCAL Exposure for
Your Business*
News Articles

Your business will appear next
to a local news article relevant
to your category of business.
For example, an article on
burglary would return results
such as locksmiths and
window repairs.

CLICK2FIND
Locksmith
Company

YOUR
LOGO

View details >>
More Business
Services

Window
Repairs

YOUR
LOGO

View details >>

This section of the website
attracts over 1,643,321 people
a month, viewing over
3.9 million pages.

More Business
Services

Homes
Is your business related to
people moving house?
Your business category
will appear on the Homes
search results page.
This section of the website
attracts over 11,964 a month,
viewing over 234,283 pages.

Moving House?
Local businesses here to
help you:
Removals
Storage
Solicitors
Banks and Building
Societies
Insurance Services
Car & Van Hire
All Businesses

Looking for (e.g. Plumber)
Company Name
Located in (e.g. York)
Search »

Family Announcements

Is your business related to birthday celebrations, marriages or funerals? Your business
category will appear on the family announcements page under the “Services” heading.
This section of the website attracts over 39,265 people a month, viewing over
389,260 pages.

BIRTHDAYS

MARRIAGES

DEATHS

Restaurants, Cake Makers and Decorators, Hairdressing, Dress Hire,
Beauty Salons, Theme Parks, Discos & Mobile Entertainers, Cinemas,
Attractions, Florists
Wedding Services, Cake Makers and Decorators, Limousine Hire,
Dressmaking & Tailoring, Restaurants, Function Rooms, Venues, Discos
& Mobile Entertainers, Florists, Jewellery
Florists, Churches, Funeral Directors

MacBook Pro

*Adobe Marketing Cloud March 2016
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The Northern
Echo
Reaching a weekly print
and online audience of
more than 209,940

INSIDE what’son Your 16-page entertainment guide

THE GREAT DAILY OF THE NORTH

70p

Friends rally for
‘Benidorm Jeff’
Full story Page 3

County
Durham
community
helps pay for
funeral

Crunch
clash

Quakers
v
Moors
promotion
play-off
preview
eview
SPORT

*****

Est. 1870 - The number one paper
for Darlington and surrounding areas

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 2015

SOBER, SO GOOD

Darlington
mum pays
tribute
to ‘gentle
giant’
Page 2

SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
n FULL STORY Page 5

Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

MISSING:
Claudia
Lawrence,
who was
35 when
she went
missing
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The Northern
Echo
Key facts
The Northern Echo provides tailored advertising
platforms which local, regional and national businesses
use to engage with our readers.

FOOTBALL Darlington to face Spennymoor in promotion play-offs SPORT

THE GREAT DAILY OF THE NORTH

70p

£1,000 reward
Appeal for identity of dog owner whose pet
attacked boy and tore his whippet to pieces

‘One of
a kind’
Tributes
paid to
Darlington
classic car
salesman
Page 16
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Inside your 16-page

Reputable: First published on the 1st January 1870. The
Northern Echo is one of the country’s leading regional,
daily morning newspapers.
Comprehensive news: Provides an international, national,
regional and local news service.

Jobs&Business

All change
in world
of finance

(don’t panic)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 2015

Darlington
family praises
charity move
Page 4

Record rise of
the food banks
l 87,600 people received
three days of emergency
supplies from food banks
in the North-East last year
l That’s equivalent to
feeding almost the entire
poplulation of Hartlepool
for three days
l That figure includes
35,246 children
l An increase of 19 per cent
on the previous year
l For the first time, more
than one million people
nationwide used food banks
as an emergency n FULL STORY Page 3
The most vulnerable in our society are being hit so
hard by the depth and speed of cuts to the welfare
state that they are going hungry COMMENT Page 14

CRISIS: Lisa Rooks at the East Durham Feed Project food bank

Picture: TOM BANKS

4 distinct editions: Serving County Durham, Tees Valley
and North Yorkshire, maintaining a local feel to its editorial
coverage.
Award winning journalists: Top quality writing on issues
from current affairs to lifestyle and leisure.
Online: thenorthernecho.co.uk is one of the regions
leading newspaper websites in the north east.

Circulation area
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The Northern
Echo

DARLINGTON: ROW AS DISABLED ARMY VETERAN KICKED OFF BUS PAGE 3

THE GREAT DAILY OF THE NORTH

70p

TUESDAY, APRIL 21, 2015

ONE LAST PUSH
Ripped to pieces
defending boy, 7
THE RACE TO THE PREMIER LEAGUE

Readership: There are 284,715 adults in The Northern
Echo circulation area, of which 77,634 adults read the
publication each day.

PAGE 45

Young owner distraught after pitbull horror attack

By Julia Breen
Staff Reporter
julia.breen@nne.co.uk

Crowds
warning at
Tour de
Yorkshire

Reach: In The Northern Echo core marketing area
(Darlington) 17,686 people read the publication daily. This
is 23.8% of all adults in the area.

PAGE 17

Reader Profile: The Northern Echo readership is weighted
slightly towards male readers (52%) and readers aged 65+
(26%). 53% of readers are social grade ABC1.

NHS PAY
CLAIMS
DENIED

PAGE 2

A DEVASTATED mum told
last night how a brave whippet laid down his life to protect her seven-year-old son
from a savage attack by a
larger dog.
The beloved pet, called
George, refused to back down
when the vicious pitbull approached Harry Naisbitt and
his mother, Paula, in Darlington over the weekend.
The year-old whippet placed
himself between the young
boy as the dog attacked, giving Ms Naisbitt the chance to
make sure Harry was safe.
Last night, the heartbroken family paid tribute to
George’s courage and told
how he was “ripped to pieces” in the terrifying attack.
George was bought for Harry, who has autism, to help
with his condition and the
two had developed a strong
bond.
Ms Naisbitt said that when
she saw the pit bull approach
them as they walked down

KILLED: George, a whippet,
who was attacked by a pitbulltype dog as he protected his
seven-year-old owner
Ripon Drive, in the town, at
about 4.30pm on Saturday,
she knew it was going to attack.
“I had Harry in one hand
and the dog lead in the other,” she said. “I saw the dog
coming and I could see in its

Paula Naisbitt
It was horrific – like a murder scene. The dog
just ripped George to pieces

eyes it was going to attack. I
only had time to throw Harry
over this 2ft garden wall to
protect him and told him to
stay behind the gate.
“George protected us. If he
hadn’t been there I feel sure
the dog would have attacked
Harry instead.
“When I turned round, the
pitbull had sunk its teeth into
George’s throat. It didn’t let
go for 15 minutes.
“I flagged cars down and
people came to help. Two
grown men were hitting it
with metal bars and a steel
spade to stop it, people were
throwing water at it. Eventually, the only thing that got it
to let go was to run the dog
over with a car.
“I was knocking on doors
and someone came out and
took Harry to safety. I was
bitten on the hand as I tried
to stop the dog, but it could
have been much worse.
“It was horrific – like a
murder scene. The dog just
ripped George to pieces.”
The pit bull was trapped in
a garden in the town’s Geneva Road until police arrived
to take it away. It is now expected to be destroyed.
Ms Naisbitt said police had
told her the dog been starved,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

DISTRAUGHT: Paula Naisbitt with son Harry and daughters
Maizie, eight, and Lucy, 22
Picture: SARAH CALDECOTT

Top 5 locations by readership: Darlington, (17,686),
Bishop Auckland Rural Area (8,230), Durham (6,105), Crook
(4,914, Spennymoor (4,184).
Top 5 locations by reach: Crook (26%), Darlington (24%),
Bishop Auckland Rural Area (23%), Ferryhill (22%), Shildon
(21%).

Profile

Readership

Readership%

Area

Area%

Male:

40,638

52

273,094

49

Female:

36,996

48

282,140

51

Aged 15-34:

19,742

25

162,948

29

Aged 35-54:

23,659

30

172,880

31

Aged 55+ :

34,233

44

165,406

40

AB:

21,378

27

125,838

23

C1:

19,997

26

136,668

25

C2:

16,451

21

121,340

22

DE:

19,828

26

171,388

31

Source: JICREG data as July 2016
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Population

Readership

Reach%

74,311
68,906
192,331
34,252

17,686
680
8,500
8,230

23.80
0.99
4.42
24.03

18,651
14,830
24,061
21,527
8,186
10,825
11,707
18,094
141,110
16,153
15,634
15,381

4,914
3.557
4,170
4.184
1.856
2.575
1.765
3.447
1,159
2.312
1.094
2.059

26.35
23.99
17.33
19.44
22.67
23.78
15.08
19.05
0.82
14.31
7.00
13.39

Darlington
Stockton On Tees

Newcastle Upon Tyne
Bishop Auckland Rural
Area
Crook
Ferryhill Chilton
Newton Aycliffe
Spennymoor
Shildon
Barnard Castle
Stanhope Rural Area
Darlington Rural
York

Richmond Rural (Yorks)
Leyburn Bedale Rural Area
Coxhoe & Trimdon Rural
Area

FOOTBALL Darlington to face Spennymoor in promotion play-offs SPORT
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SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
try.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
n FULL STORY Page
ge 5

Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Record rise of ONE LAST PUSH
Ripped to pieces
the food banks
Page 4

THE RACE TO THE PREMIER LEAGUE

defending boy, 7

l 87,600 people received
three days of emergency
supplies from food banks
in the North-East last year
l That’s equivalent to
feeding almost the entire
poplulation of Hartlepool
for three days
l That figure includes
35,246 children
l An increase of 19 per cent
on the previous year
l For the first time, more
than one million people
nationwide used food banks
as an emergency n FULL STORY Page 3
The most vulnerable in our society are being hit so
hard by the depth and speed of cuts to the welfare
state that they are going hungry COMMENT Page 14

PAGE 45

Young owner distraught after pitbull horror attack
By Julia Breen
Staff Reporter
julia.breen@nne.co.uk

Crowds
warning at
Tour de
Yorkshire
PAGE 17

NHS PAY
CLAIMS
DENIED
CRISIS: Lisa Rooks at the East Durham Feed Project food bank

Picture: TOM BANKS

PAGE 2

A DEVASTATED mum told
last night how a brave whippet laid down his life to protect her seven-year-old son
from a savage attack by a
larger dog.
The beloved pet, called
George, refused to back down
when the vicious pitbull approached Harry Naisbitt and
his mother, Paula, in Darlington over the weekend.
The year-old whippet placed
himself between the young
boy as the dog attacked, giving Ms Naisbitt the chance to
make sure Harry was safe.
Last night, the heartbroken family paid tribute to
George’s courage and told
how he was “ripped to pieces” in the terrifying attack.
George was bought for Harry, who has autism, to help
with his condition and the
two had developed a strong
bond.
Ms Naisbitt said that when
she saw the pit bull approach
them as they walked down

KILLED: George, a whippet,
who was attacked by a pitbulltype dog as he protected his
seven-year-old owner
Ripon Drive, in the town, at
about 4.30pm on Saturday,
she knew it was going to attack.
“I had Harry in one hand
and the dog lead in the other,” she said. “I saw the dog
coming and I could see in its

Paula Naisbitt
It was horrific – like a murder scene. The dog
just ripped George to pieces

eyes it was going to attack. I
only had time to throw Harry
over this 2ft garden wall to
protect him and told him to
stay behind the gate.
“George protected us. If he
hadn’t been there I feel sure
the dog would have attacked
Harry instead.
“When I turned round, the
pitbull had sunk its teeth into
George’s throat. It didn’t let
go for 15 minutes.
“I flagged cars down and
people came to help. Two
grown men were hitting it
with metal bars and a steel
spade to stop it, people were
throwing water at it. Eventually, the only thing that got it
to let go was to run the dog
over with a car.
“I was knocking on doors
and someone came out and
took Harry to safety. I was
bitten on the hand as I tried
to stop the dog, but it could
have been much worse.
“It was horrific – like a
murder scene. The dog just
ripped George to pieces.”
The pit bull was trapped in
a garden in the town’s Geneva Road until police arrived
to take it away. It is now expected to be destroyed.
Ms Naisbitt said police had
told her the dog been starved,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

DISTRAUGHT: Paula Naisbitt with son Harry and daughters
Maizie, eight, and Lucy, 22
Picture: SARAH CALDECOTT

Source: JICREG data as July 2016
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SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
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Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Boro
back
on
top
NORWICH CITY
MIDDLESBROUGH

0
1

MIDDLESBROUGH moved
back to the top of the
Championship table as a
rousing rearguard action
secured a 1-0 win at Norwich
City.
Leading through Alex
Tettey’s early own goal, Boro
repelled a series of frantic
Norwich attacks on a nervejangling night at Carrow Road.
The victory sees the
Teessiders return to top spot,
although the promotion battle
is still not in their own hands
as Bournemouth and Watford
will both go above them if they
win today.
Nevertheless, last night’s
success was hugely important
with just two games remaining,
and Aitor Karanka is hoping it
paves the way for a top-two
finish.
The head coach said: “It was a
very satisfying night. Winning
a game like this will make the
players feel that they are
capable of winning every
game. We won away against a
team who are fighting to be in
the Premier League and I am
very proud of the players.”
REPORT AND REACTION –
PAGES30&31

Business
Jobs&

Football comprises of all the weekend’s football reports, results
and league tables from our region’s teams including Newcastle,
Middlesbrough, Sunderland, Hartlepool, Darlington and all of the
region’s non league teams.
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16 pages of business news, plus in-depth features and analysis

Off to a clean start
Ebac begins making
machines to create
UK’s only washing line
A MANUFACTURING firm
has made its first washing
machines to press on with
£7m plans to become the only
UK-based appliance maker,
The Northern Echo can reveal.
Ebac, in Newton Aycliffe,
County Durham, says about
30 washers have rolled off its
production line.
The family-run company
hopes to make up to 200,000
machines a year, creating about 100 jobs, and The
Northern Echo understands
it is close to securing a supply deal with a well-known
retailer.
The UK imports about four
million washers a year, with
the sector barren after Indesit
returned production of Hotpoint machines to Italy.
But Pamela Petty, Ebac’s
managing director, said the
firm, known for its dehumidifiers, heat pumps and water
coolers, was carrying out a
raft of tests on its white goods
ahead of a launch later this
year.
She said: “The production

ECHO JOBS & BUSINESS: Wednesday
Wednesday’s Northern Echo is one of the highest selling of the week,
a reﬂection of the Echo Jobs & Business sections popularity. Jobs
offers an extensive portfolio of both in-paper and online platforms,
which can make your advertisement work harder, thus offering
you the best possible opportunity to secure the right person, right
now! The award-winning Business Echo is committed to providing
its readers with the very latest business news and information from
across the North-East and North Yorkshire. Packed with news stories,
features and business platforms, from eco and farming to law,
technology and personal finance. Jobs & Business appear in one
handy weekly supplement, increasing audience and exposure.

Tel: 01325-505097

By Steven Hugill
Deputy Business Editor
steven.hugill@nne.co.uk
equipment is all in, we have
made full washing machines,
and the finished articles are
going through tests.
“There are probably between 20 and 30 in total. We’ve
clocked up thousands of
hours of testing and are accelerating that to make sure
reliability is not an issue.
“They are not just numbers
on a spreadsheet anymore –
they are real and in front of
us, and we know what they
cost to make.”
Mrs Petty said the company,
which employs more than
200 staff and started making
Norfrost chest freezers last
year, had proved any doubters
wrong.
She added: “We have proved
we can make them, and we
now need the retailers to get
the products into the shops so
people can buy them.
“We have done a lot of hard
work – all we need now is

people to take them. If they
do that, we can create more
jobs.”
Mrs Petty previously appeared alongside former CBI
director general Lord Digby
Jones on BBC2 show Digby
Jones: The New Troubleshooter, to highlight its first move
into freezer-making, and said
the focus on washing machines offered similar exciting opportunities.
She added: “The big boys are
making millions of washing
machines every year in their
factories and we are starting
with a clean slate.
“That means we can do
things they cannot and we
are looking at the pockets of
niches, such as more personalised machines, for our attack.
“It means a lot to be known
as the company bringing
washing machines back to
the UK, but we are not resting
on our laurels and will not be
playing the UK card.
“We can stand up against
the other manufacturers and
are confident we can do well.”

Email: echobusiness@nne.co.uk

VENTURE: Pamela Petty, Ebac’s managing director, looks through a washing machine front
panel with production worker John Race
Picture: DAVID WOOD
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WHAT’S ON: Thursday
EUPORIA: Middlesbrough’s Daniel Ayala, right, and Ben
Gibson celebrate victory at the end of last night’s crunch
encounter with promotion rivals Norwich City
Picture: STEPHEN POND/PA

Three
years
of steel

Pages 30-31
Comment
Page 24

In association with Darlington Civic Theatre – entertaining the public for more than 100 years

The 16 page What’s On supplement is circulated every Thursday, The
Northern Echo’s best selling day. It gives our readers a glance of
what is happening in the forth coming week and retains its regular
platform including: theatres, soaps, DVD releases, music, cinema,
walks, events, pubs and clubs, reviews, and competitions.

MOTORS ZONE: Friday
Weekend Motors is published every Friday and contains 16 pages
on average. It includes high quality editorial, advertising from local
dealers and private sales. Weekend Motors is the perfect way to
reach the region’s car buyers.

WEEKEND: Saturday

Issue No 226

The Northern Echo Saturday, April 18, 2015

Weekend
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In search
of the
Edens
Pages
26-27

Boys
of
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Pages 24-25

The 48 page Weekend entertainment, leisure and lifstyle supplement
is packed with the latest fashion, lifestyle and interior trends, soap
news, travel ideas, must have gadgets, puzzles and seven days’ TV
listings.
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Kalas eyes
a return to
Riverside

ECHO MEMORIES: Saturday
Echo Memories is a 12 page supplement which takes a look back
in time with nostalgic stories.Echo Memories is proving popular
amongst our readers who have a particular interest in nostalgia.

TOMAS KALAS wants to
return to Middlesbrough
next season – and the Chelsea
full-back is confident he will
be rejoining a side that is
playing in the Premier
League.
Friday night’s 1-0 win over
Norwich City marked the end
of Kalas’ loan deal from
Stamford Bridge, although
the 21-year-old is determined
to remain on Teesside and
continue training with the
rest of the Boro squad until
the end of the season.
The terms of his temporary
switch mean Boro officials
are unable to extend his loan
to include the remaining
Championship matches
against Fulham and
Brighton, or any play-off
games should the Teessiders
fail to force their way into the
top two.
Kalas has been a major part
of the club’s promotion push,
making 16 starts and a
substitute appearance after
moving to the North-East in
January, and while he will
meet with Chelsea officials
later this summer to discuss
his future, he is already
eyeing a return to the
Riverside.
“I’ve really enjoyed my time
here, and I really want to
come back,” said the Czech
Republic international. “If I

SPORT: Saturday
Three wheels on
my Messerschmitt

The Northern Echo
Th

SPORT

The Northern Echo ‘Sport’ supplement is packed with all the region’s
pre match football news, national sporting stories and a full colour
racing section. A must read for the regions sports’ fans.

LOCAL HEROES: Saturday
Local Heros is our grass roots sports section covering local junior and
adult sport.

by SCOTT

WILSON
CHIEF SPORTS WRITER
scott.wilson@nne.co.uk
twitter.com/scottwilsonecho
have that option (next
season), I will take it.
“I’m glad I’ve been able to
come to Middlesbrough, and I
want to say thank you to the
coach, the staff and everyone
involved in the club for
making me feel at home.
Hopefully, we will meet again
next season.
“I’m still a Chelsea player,
but at Chelsea it’s always
difficult to get into the team.
If you don’t see a big chance
to play, then it’s better for a
young player to get a game
somewhere else.
“I spent the first half of the
season in Cologne and that
was difficult, but I think I
made a good decision to come
to Middlesbrough and I think
I am on the right way back
now. Hopefully, that can
continue. If I am to go on loan
again next season, hopefully
it will be here.”
Kalas’ final appearance in
Middlesbrough colours was

LOAN EXPIRED: Tomas Kalas has played the final game of
his loan deal from Chelsea to Middlesbrough

one of his most important,
with the defender making a
huge contribution to the
clean sheet at Carrow Road
that briefly took Aitor
Karanka’s side to the top of
the table.
Sadly, their stay in top spot
was shor t-lived, with
Watford’s 1-0 win over
Birmingham
and
Bournemouth’s dramatic 2-2
d r aw
with
Sheffield
Wednesday enabling both
sides to leapfrog the
Teessiders on Saturday.
With a markedly inferior
goal
difference
to
Bour nemouth,
B o r o ’s
automatic promotion hopes
are not in their own hands as
they prepare to finish the
season with games against
Fulham and Brighton.
However, while both
Watford and Bournemouth’s
run-ins look reasonably
inviting on paper, Kalas still
believes that a six-point haul
will result in Boro forcing
their way back into the top
two.
“It’s hard to say what will
happen now,” he said. “The
next two games will decide
everything, although it is still
not in our hands. We still
need someone to drop points,
but hopefully they will.
CONTINUED – PAGE 20

Tomas Kalas
I’ve really enjoyed my
time here, and I really
want to come back. If
I have that option, I
will take it. I’m glad
I’ve been able to come
to Middlesbrough,
and I want to say
thank you to the
coach, the staff and
everyone involved in
the club for making
me feel at home.

Weekend

HOMES

POOLS FEEL THE HEAT
RONNIE MOORE, manager of relegation-threatened Hartlepool United, shouts from the
sidelines during his team’s 3-0 defeat at Luton Town on Saturday. With two games to go,
Pools are one point above the drop zone – yet they can survive with victory over Exeter
at Victoria Park on Saturday. Picture: MATT BRIGHT
REPORT – PAGE 23
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Don’t miss out on a home at Moorcroft

WEEKEND HOMES: Saturday
Weekend Homes is the definitive property guide for the North East.
Circulated with The Northern Echo on a Saturday it covers County
Durham, Tees Valley and North Yorkshire.

W

ITH only two homes still
available at the Moorcroft
development in Spennymoor, Taylor Wimpey is urging
buyers to act quickly to avoid disappointment.
The remaining homes – the fourbedroom Ashton show home and
Bedford show home – are both designed to appeal to families. As they
feature carpets throughout, they’re
ideal for moving into right away.
Karl Morton, sales and marketing
director at Taylor Wimpey North
East, says: “Thanks to its excellent
location and our buyer incentives
such as Help to Buy, our Moorcroft
development has been very popular
among house-hunters in Spennymoor.”
With the help of the governmentbacked Help to Buy scheme, wouldbe homeowners can get onto the
property ladder with just five per
cent deposit when purchasing a
property worth up to £600,000.
Priced at just £214,995 the Ashton
show home boasts a spacious
lounge with French doors to the
rear garden.

“As well as its attractive exterior
and large family garden, the fourbedroom Ashton show home comes
complete with carpets and a fullyfitted kitchen plus breakfast room,
making it perfect for families.
“This will not only save the buyer
money, but also the hassle of having to design their new home,” said
Karl.
Situated on Grayson Road, less
than five miles from Spennymoor
town centre, Moorcroft is within
reach of a variety of amenities and
is close to the A1(M), giving easy access to Darlington, Middlesbrough,
Sunderland, Gateshead and Newcastle.
“I would urge local house-hunters
who are looking to up-size their
family home – and want to live in a
fantastic location – to get in touch
to avoid missing out,” said Karl.
For more information about
Moorcroft please call into the development’s sales office which is
open 10am and 5pm, Thursday to
Monday.
Alternatively, please call 01388
437166 or visit taylorwimpey.co.uk
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PERFECT FOR
FAMILIES: The
four-bedroom
Ashton-style
home, above,
and a typical
kitchen and
bedroom of a
Taylor Wimpey
home
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News briefs
Villagers rush to help
injured churchgoer
VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

Record sale
BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.

Hustings held
A HUSTINGS, to which all seven
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
parliamentary constituency have been
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
Sowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.

Election forum
A FORUM for General Election candidates
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
by the Churches Together group. It will
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
open to all members of the public.

Revamped gardens at hall to be revealed

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography

THE gardens of one of the last Edwardian country houses to be built in
Yorkshire before the First World War
are set to be opened for the first time
after a lengthy restoration project.
After years of neglect which saw part
of the grounds at Sion Hill Hall, near
Thirsk, grazed by sheep, Michael
Mallaby, chairman of the hall’s trustees, has transformed the gardens
to complement the neo-Georgian
property, designed by the “Lutyens of
the North”, Walter Brierley.
A garden created to mark the property’s centenary has been recently
completed, after a year of planning,
and includes perfumed roses, delphiniums and peonies.
The gardens will be opened on June
20 and 21 to raise funds for the
National Garden Scheme, which supports charities such as Marie Curie
Cancer Care, the Carers Trust and
Hospice UK.
For more details, call 01845-587206.

I’ll vote for opposition if
they can cut council tax
A SENIOR councillor has pledged
to vote for the opposition if they can
run a council on the same level of
council tax as a neighbouring authority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
which is controlled by a group of
Independents, made the statement
after local Conservatives chose to
highlight what they claimed was
the “stark difference” in council tax
bills between Richmondshire and

By Joe Willis
Staff Reporter
Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories
erected a sign at the boundary between the two councils at Kiplin,
near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading
leisure facilities, figures released
by the National Audit Commission
found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

Conservatives also criticised the
Richmondshire administration for
stopping funding for CCTV cameras.
Cllr Fleur Butler, leader of the
council’s Conservative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable situation
and it has to change.
“Why should our council tax be
double just because we live in Richmondshire?

Continued on page 2
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Key facts
The Darlington & Stockton Times maintains its position as
one of most prestigious weekly paid for publications in the
country.
Reputable: First published 168 years ago, the Darlington
& Stockton Times maintains its position as one of the most
prestigious weekly paid for publications in the country.
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News briefs

Village marks its
role in Great War

Baroness’ husband to
contest Richmond seat
A FORMER mayor and husband to the
House of Lords deputy speaker has been
selected to contest the Richmond
constituency for the Liberal Democrats.
Councillor John Harris, who taught at
Richmond School and has served on the
town’s council for 20 years, was picked to
challenge for the seat days after the party’s
previous candidate, Chris Foote-Wood,
resigned, citing a lack of support from the
local association.
Mr Harris, who has lived in the town for
nearly 40 years with his wife, Baroness
Angela Harris of Richmond, said: “Liberal
Democrats have achieved a great deal in
Government since 2010.
“We need to get our message across to the
electorate.”
l ‘No support’ for Foote-Wood: page 10

Craft workshop
JENNY Pepper will lead a felt flowers
workshop, using the resist method, at the
Joe Cornish Gallery, Zetland Street,
Northallerton, tomorrow, from 10am to
4pm. Entry costs £60.

Early start
ON Sunday, there is an Early Bird
Breakfast at 9.30am, followed by
ecumenical worship led by the Reverend J
Sadler at 10.30am, at Brompton Methodist
Church. On Wednesday, April 1, there is a
coffee morning in Northallerton Town Hall
at 9am in aid of Brompton Methodist
Church.

Tea dance
A TEA dance for the British Heart
Foundation, which was scheduled for March
29 at the Golden Lion Hotel, Northallerton,
has been rearranged for Sunday, April 26,
at 2pm at the same venue. For tickets,
costing £5, call 01609 258421.

Charity cash
THE joint Yorkshire and East Riding Young
Farmers’ Great Yorkshire Show committee
has presented £3,000 to Sands, the
stillbirth and neonatal death charity. The
money was raised at last year’s show.

Henry Wall, eight, with a bullet and some trench art – Picture: Richard Doughty

A VILLAGE is to tell its
incredible Great War
story this weekend.
Faceby, near Stokesley,
consists of just 31 homes,
but sent 17 soldiers to
fight in the First World
War. Three received the
Military Cross.
Tomorrow the village is
staging a family event,
Poppycock, to bring the
reality of war and some
of its stories to life.
The event is between
3pm and 4pm and there
will be dressing up, fam-

ily portraits, a chance
to handle artefacts from
the war and a quiz. The
price is £3 per family.
Booking is required.
Email naomi.in.faceby@
btinternet.com or ring
01642 706370.
The event, at Faceby Village Hall, is part of the
village’s Great War exhibition which is on from
10am to 3pm tomorrow
and Sunday. On Sunday,
there will be a service of
remembrance in the village at 11am.

Head’s departure linked
to a decline in standards
THE headteacher of The Wensleydale School has left unexpectedly
– a move which the D&S Times
understands is linked to concerns
about falling standards.
Parents were initially told Graham Parker was absent through
illness. However, the local authority
and governors confirmed this week
the head had decided to quit his job.
It is understood assistant headteacher Stuart Ash is also not currently at work and it is not clear if
he will return.
An interim headteacher, Pete
Whelan, has been appointed until
the headteacher position can be
filled permanently.
Mr Whelan will work with re-

By Joe Willis

said in a statement: “Mr Whelan is
a highly experienced headteacher
who has worked in a number of
schools to take them forward and
drive improvement until substantive headteachers are in place.
“The local authority and the governing body have made all arrangements to ensure the good management of Wensleydale School during
the coming months and the crucial
examination period.”
The school has sent a letter to parents inviting them to a meeting on
Monday to meet Mr Whelan, senior
teachers, governors and representatives from the local authority.

Staff Reporter
maining senior staff, including
deputy head Andy Wilkinson and
assistant head Mark Ashcroft.
It is understood the departure follows the publication of local authority internal reports which raised
concerns about falling standards at
the Leyburn school.
In 2014, the percentage of Wensleydale students achieving five or
more A* to C GCSEs, including
English and maths, was 59 per
cent, down from 73 per cent in 2013
and 82 per cent in 2012.
North Yorkshire County Council

Graham Parker has left his job

Continued on page 2

Retention value: The Darlington & Stockton Times is a weekly
publication and a substantial read, its readers refer back to it
again and again throughout the week.
Rural coverage: The Darlington & Stockton Times contains
information and news relating to farming issues. Many of its
readers live in rural areas where other publications don’t reach.
Relevant news: 3 Editions provide a local and community
news services, relevant to our readers.
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News briefs

Village marks its
role in Great War

Baroness’ husband to
contest Richmond seat

Craft workshop
JENNY Pepper will lead a felt flowers
workshop, using the resist method, at the
Joe Cornish Gallery, Zetland Street,
Northallerton, tomorrow, from 10am to
4pm. Entry costs £60.

Early start

Reach: In the Darlington & Stockton Times core marketing
area (Leyburn Bedale Rural Area) 6,800 people read the
publication weekly. This is 43% of all adults in the area.
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facebook.com/darlingtonstocktontimes

A FORMER mayor and husband to the
House of Lords deputy speaker has been
selected to contest the Richmond
constituency for the Liberal Democrats.
Councillor John Harris, who taught at
Richmond School and has served on the
town’s council for 20 years, was picked to
challenge for the seat days after the party’s
previous candidate, Chris Foote-Wood,
resigned, citing a lack of support from the
local association.
Mr Harris, who has lived in the town for
nearly 40 years with his wife, Baroness
Angela Harris of Richmond, said: “Liberal
Democrats have achieved a great deal in
Government since 2010.
“We need to get our message across to the
electorate.”
l ‘No support’ for Foote-Wood: page 10

Readership: There are 382,885 adults in the Darlington
& Stockton Times circulation area, of which 63,383 adults
read the publication each week.
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ON Sunday, there is an Early Bird
Breakfast at 9.30am, followed by
ecumenical worship led by the Reverend J
Sadler at 10.30am, at Brompton Methodist
Church. On Wednesday, April 1, there is a
coffee morning in Northallerton Town Hall
at 9am in aid of Brompton Methodist
Church.

Tea dance
A TEA dance for the British Heart
Foundation, which was scheduled for March
29 at the Golden Lion Hotel, Northallerton,
has been rearranged for Sunday, April 26,
at 2pm at the same venue. For tickets,
costing £5, call 01609 258421.

Charity cash
THE joint Yorkshire and East Riding Young
Farmers’ Great Yorkshire Show committee
has presented £3,000 to Sands, the
stillbirth and neonatal death charity. The
money was raised at last year’s show.

Henry Wall, eight, with a bullet and some trench art – Picture: Richard Doughty

A VILLAGE is to tell its
incredible Great War
story this weekend.
Faceby, near Stokesley,
consists of just 31 homes,
but sent 17 soldiers to
fight in the First World
War. Three received the
Military Cross.
Tomorrow the village is
staging a family event,
Poppycock, to bring the
reality of war and some
of its stories to life.
The event is between
3pm and 4pm and there
will be dressing up, fam-

ily portraits, a chance
to handle artefacts from
the war and a quiz. The
price is £3 per family.
Booking is required.
Email naomi.in.faceby@
btinternet.com or ring
01642 706370.
The event, at Faceby Village Hall, is part of the
village’s Great War exhibition which is on from
10am to 3pm tomorrow
and Sunday. On Sunday,
there will be a service of
remembrance in the village at 11am.

Head’s departure linked
to a decline in standards
THE headteacher of The Wensleydale School has left unexpectedly
– a move which the D&S Times
understands is linked to concerns
about falling standards.
Parents were initially told Graham Parker was absent through
illness. However, the local authority
and governors confirmed this week
the head had decided to quit his job.
It is understood assistant headteacher Stuart Ash is also not currently at work and it is not clear if
he will return.
An interim headteacher, Pete
Whelan, has been appointed until
the headteacher position can be
filled permanently.
Mr Whelan will work with re-

By Joe Willis

said in a statement: “Mr Whelan is
a highly experienced headteacher
who has worked in a number of
schools to take them forward and
drive improvement until substantive headteachers are in place.
“The local authority and the governing body have made all arrangements to ensure the good management of Wensleydale School during
the coming months and the crucial
examination period.”
The school has sent a letter to parents inviting them to a meeting on
Monday to meet Mr Whelan, senior
teachers, governors and representatives from the local authority.

Staff Reporter
maining senior staff, including
deputy head Andy Wilkinson and
assistant head Mark Ashcroft.
It is understood the departure follows the publication of local authority internal reports which raised
concerns about falling standards at
the Leyburn school.
In 2014, the percentage of Wensleydale students achieving five or
more A* to C GCSEs, including
English and maths, was 59 per
cent, down from 73 per cent in 2013
and 82 per cent in 2012.
North Yorkshire County Council

Graham Parker has left his job

Continued on page 2

Reader Profile: The Darlington & Stockton Times
readership is weighted slightly towards male readers (51%)
and readers aged 65+ (26%). 55% of readers are social
grade ABC1.
Top 5 locations by readership: Leyburn Bedale Rural
Area (6,800), Barnard Castle (2,644), Darlington (9,652),
Northallerton (5,993), Richmond Rural (4,952).
Top 5 locations by reach: Leyburn Bedale Rural
Area (43%), Barnard Castle (24%), Darlington (13%),
Northallerton (40%), Richmond Rural (27%).

Profile

Readership

Readership%

Area

Area%

Male:

31,422

51

189,471

51

Female:

31,961

50

193,138

50

Aged 15-34:

6,872

22

103,334

27

Aged 35-54:

8,396

33

120,443

31

Aged 55+ :

29,205

44

149,108

42

AB:

17,600

28

102,440

27

C1:

17,227

27

104,059

27

C2:

16,226

26

85,354

22

DE:

12,281

19

91,032

24

Source: JICREG data as Julu 2016
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Darlington &
Stockton Times
Town

Population

Readership

Reach%

Stockton On Tees

68,906

952

1.38

York

141,110

1,630

2.7

Darlington

74,311

9,672

13.02

Leyburn Bedale Rural Area

15,634

6,800

43.50

Richmond Rural (Yorks)

16,153

4,952

30.66

Richmond (Yorks)

18,192

5,039

27.70

Barnard Castle

10,825

2,644

24.42

Newcastle Upon Tyne

192,331

1,435

0.75

Darlington Rural

18,094

2,172

14.99

Northallerton

13,919

5,593

40.18

Northallerton Rural

13,173

3,995

30.33

Bishop Auckland Rural Area

34,252

1,274

3.72

7,411

2,601

35.10

Kidsgrove

22,095

349

1.58

Newton Aycliffe

24,061

536

2.23

Stanhope Rural Area

11,707

359

3.06

Sedgefield Rural Area

7,200

735

10.21

Ferryhill Chilton

14,830

125

0.84

Thirsk
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News briefs
Library petition
CAMPAIGNERS battling to save their

News briefs
VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

Record sale
BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.

Hustings held
A HUSTINGS, to which all seven
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
parliamentary constituency have been
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
Sowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.

Election forum
A FORUM for General Election candidates
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
by the Churches Together group. It will
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
open to all members of the public.

Bedale Library are starting the petition at
the car boot sale in Bedale Hall tomorrow. It
will urge North Yorkshire County Council
to keep the library open in Bedale Hall and
to continue to staff it.

Revamped gardens at hall to be revealed
aled

Easter fun

A GEORGIAN country house and estate is
THE gardens of one of the last Edhosting
in an Easter egg hunt today, Good
wardian country houses to be built
Friday.
Yorkshire before the First
rst World
War Middleton Lodge and the Coach
are set to be opened for the firstHouse,
time near Middleton Tyas, will be
running an Easter egg woodland trail, arts
after a lengthy restoration
ion project.
and crafts, Easter garden making, and an
After years of neglect which saw
part
egg
decorating contest. Guests can come in
of the grounds at Sion Hill Hall,fancy
neardress, with a prize for the best
Thirsk, grazed by sheep, Michael
dressed. The event is from 11am until
Mallaby, chairman of the
trus- and costs £8.50 per child and
e hall’s 3.30pm,
tees, has transformed the
e gardens
£12.50 for families with two children, and
to complement the neo-Georgian
Georgian
£15.50 for those with three children. Adults
property, designed by the
of
e “Lutyens
go free.
the North”, Walter Brierley.
rley.
A garden created to mark
rk the property’s centenary has been
n recently
STOKESLEY
farmers’ market takes place
completed, after a year of planning,
tomorrow, with more than 35 stalls. The
and includes perfumed roses, delspring market will be operating from
phiniums and peonies.
8.30am until 2.30pm in the market square
The gardens will be opened
ened on June
at Stokesley. It will include heritage
20 and 21 to raise funds for the primroses at the Ings Meadow plant stall,
National Garden Scheme,
sup- mead from Shire Honey, joints of
me, whichhoney
ports charities such as Marie Curie
meat for roasting at Easter from the
Cancer Care, the Carers Trust and
Mainsgill meat stall and organic vegetables
Hospice UK.
from Bluebell Organics, among others.
For more details, call 01845-587206.
845-587206.

Spring market

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography

Horticulture talk

I’ll vote for opposition
on if
they can cut council tax

HUTTON Rudby Garden Club will be
hosting a talk on Wednesday in the village
hall at 7.30pm. The talk, by Bob Sanderson,
from Cath’s Garden Plants in Kendal, will
look at unusual varieties of hardy
perennials, some of which will be available
to buy. Visitors are welcome, for a £4
admission.

Kew described

A SENIOR councillor has pledged
to vote for the opposition if they can
run a council on the same level of
council tax as a neighbouring authority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
which is controlled by a group of
Independents, made the statement
after local Conservatives chose to
highlight what they claimed was
the “stark difference” in council tax
bills between Richmondshire and

By Joe Willis
Staff Reporter
Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories
erected a sign at the boundary between the two councils at Kiplin,
near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading
leisure facilities, figures released
by the National Audit Commission
found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

PROPERTY
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THE Hardy Plant Society, North Yorkshire
group, meets on Wednesday at 7.30pm in
Morton on Swale Village Hall to hear a talk
by David Matthewman on Kew Through
Conservatives also criticised
the
The Seasons.
Non-members £4. Contact
Richmondshire administration
for
01642 780927
for more information.
stopping funding for CCTV cam-

eras.
Cllr Fleur Butler,
er leader of the
er,
council’s Conservative
vative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable
ceptable situation
and it has to change.
ge.
“Why should ourr council tax be
double just becausee we live in Richmondshire?

Continued on page 2
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By Ashley Barnard
Staff Reporter
A POPULAR community attraction
has been forced to introduce car
parking charges after increasing
problems with motorists taking advantage and parking all day.
The introduction of charges at The
Station, Richmond, has been announced by the charity that runs
it, the Richmond Buildings Preservation Trust, and Richmondshire
Leisure Trust (RLT) which runs the
neighbouring swimming pool and
gym.
The trusts have proposed to
charge 50p for two hours, and £1 for
four hours in all three parking areas in The Station yard – but there is
also an option to buy an annual permit for £12, allowing for four hours
parking a day throughout the year.
There will also be a 15-minute
grace period of free parking.
The charge period will start at
8am and end at 4pm – so evening
gym, cinema and swimming pool
users will not be affected.
The Station manager, Eileen Halliday, said she hoped regular visitors and leisure users would understand the need to charge.

She said: “There are about 20 cars
that park all day, every day in the
car park and that means other visitors can’t get a space.
“We want to maximise the
throughput of cars as cost effectively as possible and we think the tariff
is fair. The 15-minute free window
will allow people to drop children off
at the swimming pool.”
She added that because it is a private car park, the trusts have the
flexibility to waive parking charges
on special occasions or event days
such as Mother’s Day.
The pay and display scheme will
start at the end of April, and both
RLT and The Station will notify
customers when the annual permits
are available.
Mrs Halliday added: “Most people
who we have spoken to have been
quite positive about it – they can see
that we need to do it and that it is a
fair system.
“I’m very happy to speak to anyone who has any concerns about it.”
In July 2012, the two trusts struck
a deal with Richmondshire District
Council to buy one parking area,
and rent the other two, after council plans to impose parking charges
were met with strong opposition
from The Station and RLT.
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Village marks its
role in Great War

Baroness’ husband
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contest Richmond seat
A FORMER mayor
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House of Lords deputy speaker has
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selected to contest the Richmond
constituency for the Liberal Democrats.
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Craft workshop
JENNY Pepper will lead a felt flowers
flowe
Khatheeja Lambert, back in shape – Picture: Richard Doughty
workshop, using the resist method,
metho at the
Joe Cornish Gallery, Zetland Street,
Stre
Northallerton, tomorrow, from 10
10am to
4pm. Entry costs £60.

Hoping for slim chance

A WOMAN who took part in
a body makeover challenge
has made the final ten with a
chance to win £5,000.
Khatheeja Lambert, 27, said
although there will be others
on the programme who will
have lost more body mass
than she has, she has lost a total of 19 inches from her body.
Mrs Lambert said she decided
to embark on the 12-week
Ultimate Sports Nutrition
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A VILLAGE is to tell its
incredible Great War
story this weekend.
Faceby, near Stokesley,
consists of just 31 homes,
but sent 17 soldiers to
fight in the First World
War. Three received the
Military Cross.
Tomorrow the village is
staging a family event,
Poppycock, to bring the
reality of war and some
of its stories to life.
The event is between
3pm and 4pm and there
will be dressing up, fam-

ily portraits, a chance
to handle artefacts from
the war and a quiz. The
price is £3 per family.
Booking is required.
Email naomi.in.faceby@
btinternet.com or ring
01642 706370.
The event, at Faceby Village Hall, is part of the
village’s Great War exhibition which is on from
10am to 3pm tomorrow
and Sunday. On Sunday,
there will be a service of
remembrance in the village at 11am.

Head’s departure linked
to a decline in standards
THE headteacher of The Wensleydale School has left unexpectedly
– a move which the D&S Times
understands is linked to concerns
about falling standards.
Parents were initially told Graham Parker was absent through
illness. However, the local authority
and governors confirmed this week
the head had decided to quit his job.
It is understood assistant headteacher Stuart Ash is also not currently at work and it is not clear if
he will return.
An interim headteacher, Pete
Whelan, has been appointed until
the headteacher position can be
filled permanently.
Mr Whelan will work with re-

By Joe Willis

said in a statement: “Mr Whelan is
a highly experienced headteacher
who has worked in a number of
schools to take them forward and
drive improvement until substantive headteachers are in place.
“The local authority and the governing body have made all arrangements to ensure the good management of Wensleydale School during
the coming months and the crucial
examination period.”
The school has sent a letter to parents inviting them to a meeting on
Monday to meet Mr Whelan, senior
teachers, governors and representatives from the local authority.

Staff Reporter
maining senior staff, including
deputy head Andy Wilkinson and
assistant head Mark Ashcroft.
It is understood the departure follows the publication of local authority internal reports which raised
concerns about falling standards at
the Leyburn school.
In 2014, the percentage of Wensleydale students achieving five or
more A* to C GCSEs, including
English and maths, was 59 per
cent, down from 73 per cent in 2013
and 82 per cent in 2012.
North Yorkshire County Council

Graham Parker has left his job

Continued on page 2

Source: JICREG data as Julu 2016
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The improbable
bishop page 29

Reaching a weekly print
audience of 15,000

Friday, April 17, 2015

NEWS
Sledge fit for
(future) king page 8

Newsbriefs

Safety crews beef
up river knowhow

Cathedral set to stage
Holocaust evening

DURHAM Cathedral will host a moving
Holocaust memorial evening tomorrow.
InterOpera will present Darkness to Light,
an evening of classical music and survivors’
stories marking the 70th anniversary of the
Durham Light Infantry helping to liberate
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
Guest speakers will include Dame Esther
Rantzen and actor Kevin Whately. There
will be performances from soprano Penelope
Randall-Davis, tenor James Edwards, the
Reg Vardy Band and four choirs conducted
by Alistair Dawes. A new piece by Durhamborn composer Will Todd titled Lament will
also be aired.
The show starts at 8pm. Tickets are £8 to
£22. To book, call 03000-266-600. For more
information, visit interopera.org.

The Durham Times reaches
more adults in Durham city than
any other paid for publication in
the area

Moreinside
Teacher mourned

Parents of a young teacher who died on
holiday in Mexico have paid tribute to their
daughter... page 5

Digs dismay

A chorus of boos from opponents greeted the
approval of a £15m plan for more student
accommodation... page 7

Seven-way contest

Seven names are in the hat to be Durham
City’s next MP... page 9

60p

Fire officers demonstrate water rescue drills on the Wear

Picture: TOM BANKS

FIREFIGHTERS have
been training so they
are ready for any further
river rescues.
Crews were out honing
their skills on the River
Wear in Durham City
yesterday, as part of a
week-long water safety
campaign.
The effort comes after
several river deaths in
recent months.
For the first time, the
Chief Fire Officers’ Association has been running
a nationally co-ordinated
campaign to mark
Drowning Prevention
and Water Safety Week.

Emergency services have
been raising awareness
this week of the ‘fatal
five’ risk factors – cold
water shock, underwater
dangers, water conditions, alcohol and swimming ability.
Yesterday, firefighters
carried out safety demonstrations and handed
out leaflets around Framwellgate Bridge.
The results of an independent review of river
safety by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) were
announced on Wednesday.
l Full story: page 3

Momentum grows for
town council campaign
ANGER over a string of controversial planning decisions has prompted renewed calls for Durham to
have its own town council.
Labour’s Roberta BlackmanWoods said Durham needed a
stronger voice and “now is the time”
to create a town council for the currently unparished areas of the city
centre.
Her call won the qualified backing of rival General Election candidates Craig Martin of the Liberal
Democrats, Conservative Rebecca
Coulson, Jonathan Elmer from the
Green Party and independent John
Marshall.
A town council could have powers over some services and a say on
planning issues.
There have been fears over a

By Mark Tallentire
Staff Reporter
“democratic deficit” since Durham
City Council was abolished in 2009
but a previous attempt to create a
town council failed in 2012 amid
public disinterest.
There was also disagreement over
whether a council should cover all of
Durham, the city centre and Newton Hall or the city centre only.
Dr Blackman-Woods said she
felt public opinion “might” have
changed and is collecting signatures for a petition asking Durham
County Council to consult on the
issue.
The council is required to carry
out a community governance review

within 12 months if the petition is
signed by 7.5 per cent of the electorate, about 1,400 names.
Dr Blackman-Woods, who wants a
town council to cover the city centre
only, said: “There are some areas
in Durham City that are not represented by a parish council which is
totally unfair and many residents
feel that because of this their voices
are not being fully heard.
“It doesn’t make sense for the city
centre to be unparished – we need
a really vibrant and active parish
council.”
Mr Martin said he wanted a town
council, the Lib Dems had been
pushing for it and Labour at County
Hall had held it back.
Ms Coulson said the Conservatives had campaigned for a town

council but a consultation process
would be very costly, so the council
should “just get on with it”.
Mr Elmer said the Greens supported the initiative and would
gather signatures for the petition
while Mr Marshall said Durham
City needed a more independent
voice and the campaign had his
support.
A Neighbourhood Planning Forum for Durham was set up early
last year but county council planning committees, mostly comprising
councillors from outside Durham
City, have still approved a number
of controversial developments, including recently large-scale student
accommodation schemes for lower
Claypath and Kepier Court.
l Comment: page 23
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Editorial:

I READ with great interest
Gavin Havery’s interview with
Jenny Young, the emergency
clinical care manager of the
North East Ambulance
Service, published in your
paper on June 17.
One of my closest friends has
been a paramedic for many
years in rural Devon.
Over the last few years she has
watched the service shrink
because of cuts and increased
demand, translating as fewer
staff and slower respond times.
This has caused her great
frustration and distress
through her inability to swiftly
reach all patients in need of
emergency care.
In February she was diagnosed
with terminal brain cancer.
The stress of her job over the
last few years, whilst not the
cause, as no one can detect
that, cannot have helped her
general well-being.
She writes an articulate and
hard-hitting blog
outofmybrains.org about her
experience of being a
paramedic, and the diminution
of the service.
I am not making a political
point, as I believe that each
successive government of the
last 20 years is culpable for the
cutbacks in the NHS.
Whilst it is terrible that
anyone has to wait any length
of time for an ambulance,

DURHAM TIMES

Bell tolls

Ruth Chambers
Durham City

Wow factor
HAVING recently attended a
performance of Kynren with a
group of friends including a
wheelchair user, I cannot over
emphasise the level of
customer care and genuine
warmth in the welcome we
received from the moment we
parked our vehicle and our
departure following the event.
The performance itself was
incredible and a tribute to the
thousand volunteers who took
part and no less to those
behind the scenes who made
our visit such a memorable
occasion.
Contrast that to the Durham
City Lumiere event, which
unfortunately seems to have
lost its wow factor and
community atmosphere least
of all helped by the event’s
prescriptive organisation and
negative approach to
spectators in general.
Let’s hope this year’s event
will display some of the

positivity shown by those
involved in Kynren but now
having experienced both,
Lumiere has some catching up
to do in terms of its customer
care and spectacle
notwithstanding the County
Council’s generous financial
support.
A Davison
Durham City

Memory clinic
I HAVE lived in Durham for
nearly 40 years. I have
recently mentioned to people
who say they have lived here
all their lives three things
about which they confess to
know nothing.
When I first came here, I
clearly remember young
women on a Friday night with
homemade hats. Their hats
and coats were covered with
short strips of paper which
were pinned to them, usually
escorted by friends. I was told
this was a bride on her last day

Tel: 0191-384 4600
Editors:
Andy Richardson

READER Peter Swan took the picture during Sunday’s outdoor performance of The Sacred and the Profane, If you have a
memorable picture capturing life in the city, email news@durhamtimes.co.uk
at work as a Miss.
I also remember a potter’s shop
on Elvet Bridge about where
the archway is now. The
pottery was made at the back
and I used to love the designs
and I bought mugs, cache pots,
a lamp, a salt pig and vases.
Then there was the morning
we awoke to what I thought
was an attack on Durham Jail
(it held many IRA at the time)
with explosions, smoke and a
dreadful burning smell. It was
the Durham bus sheds after a

Miners’ Gala when someone
had fallen asleep on a bus and
set the place on fire. I
remember that afterwards we
had a very odd selection of
buses borrowed from other
parts of the country and some
really ramshackle ones as well.
Please tell me that these
things really happened and
that I should not make that
appointment with the memory
clinic.
AM Cook
Durham City

Reserve, bringing the total
reserve available to finance the
Council’s new headquarters to
£42.481m.”
So, we have the prospect of
£37m cuts to frontline services
for residents while £42m is
squirrelled away to provide
new offices for the County
Council. It’s very obvious
where most councillors’
priorities lie. Why do people
keep voting for them?
John Lowe
Durham

Across
3. Analyse a mechanical failure (9)
8 & 16 Across. Accepted stage acts
worked alternately (4,5)
9. They supply power for gun
emplacements (9)
10. Moving bed, rubbish comes to light (6)
11. Head cook takes one in (5)
14. Desert holiday (5)
15. Spots the right tree (4)
16. See 8 Across
18. The leaders of four states round
America cause commotion (4)
20. Settle the bill and make a profit (5)
21. They pick up what’s said about fifty
aristocrats (5)
24. A yawl’s ever so different (6)
25. Once tried to become obscure (9)
26. Pike not caught, by the sound of it (4)
27. So hot meal has become far from
palatable (9)

further examination, but the
new medical investigators,
George Shaw, surgeon of
Durham, and Mr Broadbent,
of Coxhoe, “found neither
wound nor bruise, nor
indentation nor scratch, and
there was no appearance on
the skull that death had been
caused by violence”.
Further examination of the
murder scene just outside
Coxhoe concluded that the
ground was not soft and sandy
as originally said but in fact
hard and stony.
Durham magistrates called
Mr Carnes’ assistant, Mr
Bryden, before them. He said
Mr Carnes had at the original
post mortem “observed an
indentation in the skull but he
had not found it now. He could
not account for this”.
The Durham Times’s sister
paper concluded: “After
hearing this extraordinary
contradiction of the former
medical testimony, the bench
at once ordered Bowman to be
discharged.”

Down
1. Artistically, inanimate objects nevertheless vitality is apparent (5-4)
2. Couldn’t find the reason for
unsuccessful lawsuit (4,5)
4. The kind of guard to re-equip with
weapons almost (4)
5. G.I. will literally surround this character!
(5)
6. Less fair and more sinister (6)
7. Little soft cry (4)
9. To invest is most successful when
holding English capital (5)
11. They prevent any escape from bottlenecks (5)
12. At which cosmetics are assessed?
(4,5)
13. Hypocrites come up in different shape
(9)
17. Go up an octave (5)
19. Didn’t participate as a stand-in (3,3)

Quick
Name .........................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
FROM THE ARCHIVE: This picture was taken in Durham City on April 14, 1971, and shows “the new road from Sutton Street to a
roundabout which is being built at the end of North Road in Durham”, according to the caption on the rear

Published by Newsquest (Yorkshire and North-East) Ltd, Priestgate,
Darlington, DL1 1NF and printed by Newsquest Printing (Glasgow)
Ltd, Rutherglen, Glasgow. Price: 60p Registered at the Post Office as
a newspaper. Newsquest is a Gannett company.

IT was with great sadness that we learned of the untimely passing of Durham miners’ leader Davey Hopper.
The timing of his death was particularly poignant, coming just a week after he addressed the largest Miners’
Gala in recent memory when an estimated 150,000
people proudly marched through the city’s streets to the
Racecourse.
Mr Hopper rose to prominence during the Miners’ Strike
of 1984-85 as one of a new breed of union leaders and led
the Durham Miners’ Association for 30 years alongside
long-standing colleague Davey Guy.
Passionate, uncompromising and rarely far from controversy, even up to his final days, the outspoken Mr Hopper was not without his critics.
But it was his dogged loyalty to the cause and the
steadfastness of his principles which ensured the union
survived and the Big Meeting thrived long after the last
pit had gone.
His determination ensured that a much-loved tradition
of Durham life continued, when many felt it was doomed
to fade into memory.
Many warm tributes have been paid to the former pitman, including eulogies from the labour movement’s
most senior leaders. More will be paid during the coming
days and at next year’s Gala.
But perhaps the greatest tribute of all would be the continued success of the annual union gathering which he
worked so tirelessly to defend.
The future success of the Miners’ Gala will be the measure of his legacy.

Our policy
THE Durham Times serves the people of Durham City and the surrounding area. It is independent of political party, private interest and Government. We aim to be fair and accurate in our reporting. Our policy is to
correct mistakes promptly and, where appropriate, apologise.
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Cryptic

Looking back
EXACTLY 150 years ago, the
“suspicious death” of George
Bell at Coxhoe was causing a
sensation. Immediately before
his death on June 23, Mr Bell
had been heard quarrelling
with William Bowman, a hind.
The coroner’s inquest into the
death heard from local
surgeon Mr Carnes, who had
conducted the post mortem,
that Mr Bell had met his death
through a “blow from a blunt
instrument, such as a
hedgestake” to the skull.
Despite Mr Bowman’s denials,
the jury had concluded that
Mr Bell had died as a result of
Mr Bowman’s blow, but the
jury members were unable to
say whether he had inflicted it
in lawful self-defence.
Horrified that Mr Bowman
was getting away with
murder, Mr Bell’s friends
persuaded the Home
Secretary to exhume his body
from its grave in Coxhoe for

In reserve
YOUR front page headline of
last week proclaimed “£37m of
cuts targeted as council faces
hard times” with cuts to
frontline services described as
“inevitable”.
Earlier, the County Council’s
Cabinet received a report about
the relocation of County Hall to
the city centre. That report
says: “Cabinet set aside a
further £34.481m into the
Office Accommodation Capital

Durham Times Crossword No 498

THE Durham Times is published by Newsquest (Yorkshire and North
East) Ltd – a Gannett company registered at the Post Office as a
newspaper. Price 60p.

From the Darlington and
Stockton Times,
July 21, 1866
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Gala’s success is
his greatest legacy

please spare a thought for the
excellent, dedicated
paramedics like Jenny, who
would like to respond
immediately but because of
lack of funding and overdemand are unable to do so.
Pippa Bell
Durham City

WITH regard to Brian
Farrell’s letter of July 1, the
words of John Donne have
struck a chord with many in
these post-referendum weeks.
No man is an island,
Entire of itself,
Every man is a piece of the
continent,
A part of the main.
If a clod be washed away by
the sea,
Europe is the less.
As well as if a promontory
were.
As well as if a manor of thy
friend’s
Or of thine own were:
Any man’s death diminishes
me,
Because I am involved in
mankind,
And therefore never send to
know for whom the bell tolls;
It tolls for thee.
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Across: 3. Faint-heartedness (9); 8. Defeat (4); 9. Develop (9); 10. Hatred (6); 11. Vain (5);
14. Cool (5); 15. Slate (4); 16. Lad (5); 18. Hit (4); 20. Curved (5); 21. Unfettered (5); 24.
Yeast (6); 25. Vicious (9); 26. Weaponry (4); 27. Advancement (9)
Down: 1. Transmit (9); 2. Of a town (9); 4. Musical work (4); 5. Change (5); 6. Pious (6); 7.
Clever (4); 9. Wavy (5); 11. Trim (5); 12. Find (9); 13. Preparation (9); 17. Hell (5); 19.
Pedestal (6); 22. Scrimp (5); 23. Just (4); 24. Board game (4)
Cryptic solutions to 497 – Across: 1 Raps; 3 Statutes; 8 Alto; 9 Oriental; 11 Point of
order; 13 Angels; 14 Rename; 17 Promised land; 20 Together; 21 Peri; 22 Pressing; 23
Byre. Down: 1 Reappear; 2 Putting; 4 Tariff; 5 Their heads; 6 Tithe; 7 Silk; 10 Stalemates;
12 Deadline; 15 Academy; 16 Astern; 18 Rogue; 19 Stop.
Quick solutions to 497 – Across: 1 Rift; 3 Merciful; 8 Sure; 9 Frenetic; 11 Opening
night; 13 Sprout; 14 Stifle; 17 Take no notice; 20 Toreador; 21 Char; 22 Condense; 23
Myth. Down: 1 Response; 2 Forbear; 4 Enrage; 5 Conviction; 6 Fetch; 7 Luck; 10
Vituperate; 12 Research; 15 Flighty; 16 Joyous; 18 Apron; 19 Otic.
A £10 High Street voucher will be forwarded to the sender of the first correct Cryptic
solution opened. Entries should be marked ‘Cryptic Crossword 498’ and sent to the
Editor, Durham Times, Priestgate, Darlington DL1 1NF, to arrive by Wednesday, July 27.
The winner of Cryptic Crossword 497 was Jenny Tommin-Reeves, of York

THE Durham Times adheres to the Editors’ Code of Practice (which
you can find at ipso.co.uk). We are regulated by the Independent Press
Standards Organisation (IPSO). Complaints about stories should be
referred firstly to the Editor by email to news@durhamtimes.co.uk or by
post to Priestgate, Darlington DL1 1NF.
It is essential that your email or letter is headed “Complaint” in the
subject line and contains the following information:
• Your name, email address, postal address and daytime telephone
number.
• The newspaper title or website, preferably a copy of the story or at
least the date, page number or website address of the article and any
headline.
• A full explanation of your complaint by reference to the Editors’ Code.
If you do not provide any of the information above this may delay or
prevent us dealing with your complaint. Your personal details will only
be used for administration purposes.
If we cannot reach a resolution between us then you can contact IPSO
by email at complaints@ipso.co.uk or by post at IPSO, Gate House, 1
Farringdon Street, London EC4M 7LG.
If complaining about third party comments on our website articles, you
should use the “report this post” function online next to the comment.

+ Letters

: Letters are welcomed on any issue but
those which deal with local matters are preferred. They should
be 400 words or less and delivered to our head office by 5pm
Tuesday at the latest for the week’s issue. Letters may be
faxed to 01325-380539 or e-mailed to letters@durhamtimes.
co.uk. Correspondents should include full name and address
and a daytime phone number. Requests for anonymity are not
normally granted. Join our debates online at durhamtimes.co.uk
Newspapers
support
recycling

Recycled paper made up 77.4 per
cent of the raw materials for UK newspapers in 2010

Retention value: The Durham Times is
a weekly publication and a substantial
read, its readers refer back to it again
and again throughout the week.
Afﬂuent readership: Durham Times
appeals to Durham City’s afﬂuent
population. Its readers have large
amounts of disposable income.
Urban coverage: The Durham Times
contains information and news relating
to Durham City. The Durham Times is
the only weekly paid for publication in
Durham City.
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Playground given
£90,000 upgrade

Reaching a weekly print
and online audience of
more than 82,257**/***

By Mark Summers
Staff Reporter

A RUNDOWN village playground has been transformed into a modern facility thanks to the efforts of
fundraisers.
The park at Pond Street,
High Shincliffe, near Durham City, has had nearly
£90,000 spent on giving it a
complete makeover.
Rusty old play equipment
dating from the 1960s has
been replaced with the latest models and the park’s
football pitch is getting an
artificial surface.
The village has been raising money for more than
two years. That has brought
in £5,000 through charity
events while the bulk of the
money came in grants from
funding providers.
Villagers Jane Rann and
Claire Ketley got the ball
rolling and are delighted
with the result. The newlook park has been open for
a few weeks and an official
opening was held on Friday.

Children make
the most of
new park
equipment in
High Shincliffe
Picture: TOM
BANKS

Mrs Ketley, who has two
sons aged seven and five,
said: “There was play park
equipment here but it was
so old.
“It was 1960s. There was
concrete, a slide that was
1.7 metres high – it was a
really big slide – and when

they came to take it down it
fell apart, it was so old and
rusted. There were a couple
of swings there as well.
“It looks so much better
now. The park was always
busy, but now it is always
swamped. It is really good
now, it has been a long time

coming. We have a big centrepiece with turrets, a flag
and climbing wall and periscope. There are loads of
little bits to it, there’s lots of
climbing in there.
“We have a toddler house,
some really nice swings,
a basket swing, and a new

Week ending

April 25, 2015

roundabout. There was one
broken bench in there before, but now we have got
five really nice benches.
“We have a new seesaw, a
new springer and even new
bins and a wet pour surface
instead of the concrete that
used to be there. It has been a
long journey, but well worth
it.”
Mrs Ketley applied for
funding with the support of
the Shincliffe Community
Association. The events held
locally included a chip butty
ball at the local WI hut, a
toddle in the park, a treasure
hunt and a gastro night at a
Durham hotel.
Most of the money came
from the Impetus Environmental Trust, which distributes Landfill Community
Fund cash, the James Knott
Trust, Muckle Solicitors,
Cllr David Stoker, the Durham Area Action Partnership, Shincliffe Parish Council and the County Durham
Community Foundation.
Mrs Ketley said she was delighted with the support.

Durham Advertiser circulation January - December 2014 21,074 100% Free.
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£2m library
move will
save £62,000
every year
By Gavin Havery
Staff Reporter

PLANS to move a library and other
council services into a leisure centre
will cost more than £2million and
save about £62,000 a year, it has been
revealed.
Durham County Council has confirmed its budget for moving Stanley Library and its customer access
point into the Louisa Centre. It hopes
to make annual savings on running
costs and ongoing maintenance.
Mary Readman, customer relations
manager at Durham County Council,
said the move is part of an ongoing
strategy looking at council buildings
across the county.
It is understood any money made
from the sale of the buildings will be
used to offset the development and
other relocation costs incurred across
the county.
Ms Readman said: “There will be
savings from moving both these services into the one venue at the Louisa
Centre and the project should in-

crease the number of visitors and potential income as a result of offering
a range of services from one building.
“The existing Cap building in Front
Street was considered as part of the
options appraisal completed before
a final decision was made, but due
to the constraints of the building, it
would not have been possible to meet
the Disability Discrimination Act
compliance standards required to operate a multi-functional facility.”
Work got under way last month and
is expected to take about a year.
The facilities will replace the current gym weights room and squash
courts on the second level of the
sports centre.
Durham County Councillor Olga
Milburn, who represents the Tanfield ward, which covers Stanley, said:
“What we will be getting is an accessible building that will be provide
better facilities than both the library
and the customer access point. People
may query the cost but they will be
getting a modern facility.”

Stephanie’s a winner
Stephanie Cassar-Thurgood had not even heard of the Miss Durham contest
until someone suggested she apply to take part. But on Saturday night the
judges chose the 24-year-old from Stanley as their winner and she will now
represent County Durham in Miss England. FULL STORY – PAGE 7

Consett & Stanley Advertiser circulation January-December 2014 22,840 100% Free.

3 distinct editions: The Durham Advertiser, Chester le Street
Advertiser and Consett & Stanley Advertiser contain local
editorial and advertising which gives the publication a
strong community feel.
Retention value: The Advertiser North Series is a weekly
publication, its readers refer back to it again and again
throughout the week.
Almost blanket coverage: The Advertiser North Series
reaches more than 2 in 3 households in its distribution area,
which is unrivalled by any other publication in the area.
Varied reader profile: The Advertiser North Series is read
by a wide variety of ages and lifestyles.
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Week ending

chesterlestreetadvertiser.co.uk

Delight as
Post Office
set to stay

Readership: There are 188,596 adults in The Advertiser
North Series circulation area, of which 70,295 adults read
the publication each week.

By Mark Summers
Staff Reporter

Reach: In The Advertiser North Series core marketing area
(Durham) 14,934 people read the publication weekly. This
is 33% of all adults in the area.

PLANS to close Chesterle-Street’s main post office and move services
to a franchise have been
dropped.
The Post Office says that
a significant increase in
rental costs has made unsustainable its proposals
to replace the Crown facility at 137 Front Street
with counters in a shop in
North Burns.
The planned shake-up
was unpopular with many
customers and the news
has been welcomed by
North Durham Labour MP
Kevan Jones.
But he has warned that
the town will have to
watch for Post Office managers trying to revisit the
idea in the future.

Roger Gale, general manager of the Crown Post Office network, said: “Post
Office can confirm that
we are withdrawing the
proposal to relocate Chester-le-Street Post Office to
North Burns.
“Chester-le-Street Post
Office will therefore be
retained in its current location and will continue
to be operated directly by
Post Office Ltd.
“I would like to express
my appreciation for the
great work of our colleagues at Chester-leStreet Post Office who
continue to provide an
excellent service to customers.”
Mr Jones said: “It was a
damn silly idea in the first
place so it is good news.
“If you go to the post office, on a weekday or on a

Saturday, it is chocker.
“Where they were proposing to put it, near a
busy junction and away
from the rest of the shops,
was nonsense.
“The new place would
have been cramped and
would also have left a
large, empty building on
Front Street with no use.
“It is good news the Post
Office have seen sense but
we need to guard against
the fact they may try to
find another location.”
The proposal, part of a
national programme to
switch services to franchised operations, was opposed by residents and the
Communication Workers
Union (CWU),
Concerns centred on the
new location and facilities
there and the loss of experienced Post Office staff.

February 28, 2015

Players Nathan Baker and Callum Harker, front, with head coach
Matt Logan. In yellow with other players are coach Aaron Arkley
(left) and general manager Barbara Greenwell

Gridiron cash boost
AN AMERICAN football club in Chester-le-Street for youngsters is getting
£1,000 from Cestria Community Housing for equipment and pitch hire.
The North Durham Knights were set up in 2013 to interest 11 to 17-yearolds in the thriving sport and hopes to compete in a national league.
Coach Matt Logan said: “The grant means we can buy helmets and
shoulder pads so the team can play the full contact game more often – as
opposed to flag football where they just learn the basic skills.
“The contact sport is what most of the youngsters want to try so it’s great
we will now be able to offer this option.
“With the Superbowl being shown on Channel Four last month we’ve
seen an upsurge in interest from youngsters.
“With the grant from Cestria, we will be able to widen opportunities for
these young people to get involved in the game.”
The grant comes from Cestria’s Giving Committee, which is administered
by the County Durham Community Foundation.
Christine Scott, Assistant Director of Corporate Services, said: “The
North Durham Knights club does a fantastic job providing opportunities.”

Chester-le-Street circulation 14,278 Jan-Dec 2013 100% free.

Reader Profile: The Advertiser North Series readership
is weighted slightly towards female readers (52%) and
readers aged 65+ (25%). 46% of readers are social grade
ABC1.
Top 5 locations by readership: Durham (14,934), Chesterle-Street Birtley (14,581), Stanley Annfield Plain (13,241),
Consett (11,366), Lanchester Rural Area (6,753).
Top 5 locations by reach: Consett (38%), Durham (33%),
Stanley Annfield Plain (43%), Brandon (37%), Lanchester
Rural Area (34%).

Profile

Readership

Readership%

Area

Area%

Male:

33,408

48

92,233

49

Female:

36,887

52

96,363

51

Aged 15-34:

19,129

27

61,296

33

Aged 35-54:

22,634

32

52,976

30

Aged 55+ :

28,533

41

70,033

37

AB:

14,753

21

41,847

22

C1:

17,287

25

45,933

24

C2:

15,796

22

39,556

21

DE:

22,477

32

61,260

32

Source: JICREG data as July 2016
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The Advertiser
North Series
Town

Population

Readership

Reach%

Durham

46,165

14,934

32.35

Chester Le Street Birtley

48,109

14,581

30.31

Consett

29,790

11,366

38.15

Stanley Annfield Plain

30,606

13,241

43.26

Lanchester Rural Area

20,061

6,753

33.66

Brandon

14,725

5,425

38.64

Coxhoe & Trimdon Rural Area

15,381

2,191

14.24

Spennymoor

21,527

1,805

8.38
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Week ending

chesterlestreetadvertiser.co.uk

Delight as
Post Office
set to stay
By Mark Summers
Staff Reporter

PLANS to close Chesterle-Street’s main post office and move services
to a franchise have been
dropped.
The Post Office says that
a significant increase in
rental costs has made unsustainable its proposals
to replace the Crown facility at 137 Front Street
with counters in a shop in
North Burns.
The planned shake-up
was unpopular with many
customers and the news
has been welcomed by
North Durham Labour MP
Kevan Jones.
But he has warned that
the town will have to
watch for Post Office managers trying to revisit the
idea in the future.

Roger Gale, general manager of the Crown Post Office network, said: “Post
Office can confirm that
we are withdrawing the
proposal to relocate Chester-le-Street Post Office to
North Burns.
“Chester-le-Street Post
Office will therefore be
retained in its current location and will continue
to be operated directly by
Post Office Ltd.
“I would like to express
my appreciation for the
great work of our colleagues at Chester-leStreet Post Office who
continue to provide an
excellent service to customers.”
Mr Jones said: “It was a
damn silly idea in the first
place so it is good news.
“If you go to the post office, on a weekday or on a

Saturday, it is chocker.
“Where they were proposing to put it, near a
busy junction and away
from the rest of the shops,
was nonsense.
“The new place would
have been cramped and
would also have left a
large, empty building on
Front Street with no use.
“It is good news the Post
Office have seen sense but
we need to guard against
the fact they may try to
find another location.”
The proposal, part of a
national programme to
switch services to franchised operations, was opposed by residents and the
Communication Workers
Union (CWU),
Concerns centred on the
new location and facilities
there and the loss of experienced Post Office staff.

theadvertiser
Consett & Stanley

By Gavin Havery

Gridiron cash boost
AN AMERICAN football club in Chester-le-Street for youngsters is getting
£1,000 from Cestria Community Housing for equipment and pitch hire.
The North Durham Knights were set up in 2013 to interest 11 to 17-yearolds in the thriving sport and hopes to compete in a national league.
Coach Matt Logan said: “The grant means we can buy helmets and
shoulder pads so the team can play the full contact game more often – as
opposed to flag football where they just learn the basic skills.
“The contact sport is what most of the youngsters want to try so it’s great
we will now be able to offer this option.
“With the Superbowl being shown on Channel Four last month we’ve
seen an upsurge in interest from youngsters.
“With the grant from Cestria, we will be able to widen opportunities for
these young people to get involved in the game.”
The grant comes from Cestria’s Giving Committee, which is administered
by the County Durham Community Foundation.
Christine Scott, Assistant Director of Corporate Services, said: “The
North Durham Knights club does a fantastic job providing opportunities.”

Chester-le-Street circulation 14,278 Jan-Dec 2013 100% free.

PLANS to move a library and other
council services into a leisure centre
will cost more than £2million and
save about £62,000 a year, it has been
revealed.
Durham County Council has confirmed its budget for moving Stanley Library and its customer access
point into the Louisa Centre. It hopes
to make annual savings on running
costs and ongoing maintenance.
Mary Readman, customer relations
manager at Durham County Council,
said the move is part of an ongoing
strategy looking at council buildings
across the county.
It is understood any money made
from the sale of the buildings will be
used to offset the development and
other relocation costs incurred across
the county.
Ms Readman said: “There will be
savings from moving both these services into the one venue at the Louisa
Centre and the project should in-

crease the number of visitors and potential income as a result of offering
a range of services from one building.
“The existing Cap building in Front
Street was considered as part of the
options appraisal completed before
a final decision was made, but due
to the constraints of the building, it
would not have been possible to meet
the Disability Discrimination Act
compliance standards required to operate a multi-functional facility.”
Work got under way last month and
is expected to take about a year.
The facilities will replace the current gym weights room and squash
courts on the second level of the
sports centre.
Durham County Councillor Olga
Milburn, who represents the Tanfield ward, which covers Stanley, said:
“What we will be getting is an accessible building that will be provide
better facilities than both the library
and the customer access point. People
may query the cost but they will be
getting a modern facility.”

theadvertiser
the

April 25, 2015

Durham
Durha

durhamadvertiser.co.uk
hamadver

February 28, 2015

Staff Reporter

Players Nathan Baker and Callum Harker, front, with head coach
Matt Logan. In yellow with other players are coach Aaron Arkley
(left) and general manager Barbara Greenwell

Week ending

consettstanleyadvertiser.co.uk

£2m library
move will
save £62,000
every year

Pla
Playground
given
£90,000 upgrade
By Mark
rk Summer
Summers
Staff Reporter
porter

Stephanie’s a winner
Stephanie Cassar-Thurgood had not even heard of the Miss Durham contest
until someone suggested she apply to take part. But on Saturday night the
judges chose the 24-year-old from Stanley as their winner and she will now
represent County Durham in Miss England. FULL STORY – PAGE 7

Consett & Stanley Advertiser circulation January-December 2014 22,840 100% Free.

A RUNDOWN
NDOWN village playground has been transformed into a moder
modern facility thanks to the efforts of
fundraisers.
The park at Pond Street,
Shinclif
High Shincliffe
Shincliffe,, near DurCity has had nearly
ham City,
£90,000 spent on gi
giving it a
complete makeove
makeover.
Rusty old play equipment
dating from the 1960s has
placed with the latbeen replaced
est models and the park’s
football pitch is getting an
tificial surface.
artificial
The village has been raising money for more than
ars. That has brought
two years.
in £5,000 through charity
events while the bulk of the
gr
money came in grants
from
funding providers.
llagers Jane Rann and
Villagers
Claire Ketley got the ball
rolling and are delighted
with the result. The newlook park has been open for
a few weeks and an official
opening was held on Friday.

Children make
the most of
new park
equipment in
High Shincliffe
Picture: TOM
BANKS

Mrs Ketley, who has two
sons aged seven and five,
said: “There was play park
equipment here but it was
so old.
“It was 1960s. There was
concrete, a slide that was
1.7 metres high – it was a
really big slide – and when

they came to take it down it
fell apart, it was so old and
rusted. There were a couple
of swings there as well.
“It looks so much better
now. The park was always
busy, but now it is always
swamped. It is really good
now, it has been a long time

coming. We have a big centrepiece with turrets, a flag
and climbing wall and periscope. There are loads of
little bits to it, there’s lots of
climbing in there.
“We have a toddler house,
some really nice swings,
a basket swing, and a new

Week ending

April 25, 2015

roundabout. There was one
broken bench in there before, but now we have got
five really nice benches.
“We have a new seesaw, a
new springer and even new
bins and a wet pour surface
instead of the concrete that
used to be there. It has been a
long journey, but well worth
it.”
Mrs Ketley applied for
funding with the support of
the Shincliffe Community
Association. The events held
locally included a chip butty
ball at the local WI hut, a
toddle in the park, a treasure
hunt and a gastro night at a
Durham hotel.
Most of the money came
from the Impetus Environmental Trust, which distributes Landfill Community
Fund cash, the James Knott
Trust, Muckle Solicitors,
Cllr David Stoker, the Durham Area Action Partnership, Shincliffe Parish Council and the County Durham
Community Foundation.
Mrs Ketley said she was delighted with the support.

Durham Advertiser circulation January - December 2014 21,074 100% Free.

Source: JICREG data as July 2016
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The Advertiser
South Series
Reaching a fortnighly
print of 97,262**/***
The Advertiser South series is
distributed to more households than
any other publication in its area.

New fortnightly distribution cycle
doubles all distribution and
readership figures stated.

theadvertiser
Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield
darlingtonaycliffesedgefieldadvertiser.co.uk

Lives of tragic teens are
celebrated by hundreds

Week ending

By Hannah Bryan
Staff reporter

HUNDREDS of people came together at
the weekend to show their support for the
families of two friends who were killed in
separate tragedies just days apart.
Scores of young people gathered at 4Motion Skate Park, in Darlington, on Friday
to remember 15-year-old Kyle Hull, who
died after falling through a roof at Darlington Auction Mart.
As a tribute to the scooter rider, his
friends wore T-shirts with the words
“Ride for Kyle” as they rode around the
park, while donations were given to help
his family with funeral costs.
A raffle was also held, with prizes donated by a number of local businesses,
including Asda, Morrisons, the Station
pub in Hurworth, and Skerne Park shop,
while 4Motion gave their facilities free.
Kyle’s mother, Michele, said she was
overwhelmed with the turnout, and
thanked everyone, while his uncle, Darren added: “Some people judge the richness of an area by the size of your house
or how expensive your car is, but on a
council estate it is the size of your heart
that counts.”
His friend, Sophie Bates, 16, said Kyle
would have been extremely proud of everybody coming together.
As a tribute to her friend, 14-year-old
Kassie Kilpatrick had her thick, brown
hair shaved off in front of crowds of Saturday shoppers in Darlington town centre
to raise money for Kyle’s family.
His uncle, Luke Medcalf, who was
watching in the crowd, said: “We are absolutely over the moon with how everyone has come together.”
On Sunday, hundreds gathered at 3D
Strength Gym, in Darlington’s Skerne
Park, to remember Tyrone Singh, who
was killed when the silver Hyundai Getz
he was driving collided with a barrier on
the A66 between Darlington and Stockton,
in the early hours of Wednesday.
As the 18-year-old was an aspiring bodybuilder and strongman competitor, the
event featured a strongman competition,
as well as sumo wrestling, a tug-of-war

Friends of Kyle Hull release balloons in his memory at 4Motion skate park in Darlington
Picture: STUART BOULTON
contest, bouncy castle and tombola, with
prizes donated by friends and neighbours.
The event, which was supported by
Sparta Security, was organised by his personal trainer, Dale McPherson, who said:
“It was absolutely brilliant. Tyrone would
have loved it. The locals said they had
never seen the community come together
like this before.”
Kyle’s funeral will be held on Thursday
at 12.30pm at St Cuthbert’s Church, in
Darlington. All are welcome.

Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield Advertiser circulation
July-December 2014 32,973 100% free.

More customers,
more response,
more ROI.

KEY FACTS

PRINT READER DEMOGRAPHICS

Distribution
Darlington, Aycliffe &
Sedgefield Advertiser
Wear Valley Advertiser

Male
Female

47%
53%

31,714* (FREE)
16,918* (FREE)

Total Readership
Readers per copy
Frequency
Price

48,632**
1.9
Wednesday
FREE

15-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65+ years

10%
13%
15%
19%
15%
27%

ABC1
C2DE

44%
56%

Source: *Publisher’s statement **Distribution reduced from last ABC audit, readership figures based on previous JICREG model
***Adobe Marketing Cloud March 2016
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The Advertiser
South Series
Key facts

theadvertiser
Wear Valley

Residents
angry over
tree felling
by council
By Lizzie Anderson
Staff Reporter

The Advertiser South Series provides a weekly, free,
news and information services which is both expected
and respected by readers and advertisers alike.
2 distinct editions: The Darlington, Aycliffe and Sedgefield
Advertiser and Wear Valley Advertiser contain local
editorial and advertising which gives the publication a
strong community feel.
Retention value: The Advertiser South Series is a weekly
publication, its readers refer back to it again and again
throughout the week.

Week ending

wearvalleyadvertiser.co.uk

UNHAPPY residents have accused a
council of environmental vandalism after 12 mature trees were cut down near
their homes without consultation.
Durham County Council felled the tall
poplar trees behind St Mary’s Roman

Resident David Allison at the spot
where the trees were felled

Catholic Church in Vart Road, Bishop
Auckland.
The council said the roots of the trees
were damaging the boundary walls of
the church, as well as nearby paved areas, but residents claim they were given
no warning or explanation for the decision.
David Allison, whose home in Woodhouse Lane overlooked the trees, said he
wanted proof the council had explored
all other options before cutting down the
trees.
“I am very disappointed,” he said. “It is
environmental vandalism. In spring the
trees were full of blossom and it was a
spectacular sight. They attracted a lot of
birds and other wildlife and brightened
up the whole area.
“I contacted the council about this and
no one would give me a straight answer. I
work in the construction industry and if
it’s to do with the roots I would like to see
a structural report.”
Margaret Jefferson, who has lived in
Woodhouse Lane for 25 years, added:
“Now all we have to look out on to is concrete, cars and buildings. The trees were
beautiful and softened the view.”
Steve Bhowmick, the council’s environment and design manager, said: “During
a recent inspection it was discovered that
the roots of the trees were causing damage to the boundary walls of the nearby
church as well as to paved areas up to 25
metres away from the trees themselves.
“Although the council only fells trees as
a last resort our main priority has to be
the safety of the public therefore we had
no choice but to remove the trees before
further damage was caused.”

March 13, 2015

Dancers on stage at the school dance festival held at Bishop Barrington School

Young dancers take to the stage
YOUNGSTERS from six Bishop Auckland primary schools
showcased their best moves at a dance festival.
More than 150 children took to the stage during the
Bishop Auckland Schools Primary Dance Show at Bishop
Barrington School.
They were joined by the year ten and 11 BTEC dance
pupils who wowed the audience with an accomplished and
energetic performance.
The children had been practising the routines in PE
lessons, as well as during lunch times and after school.

PE teacher Anthony Bibby, who organised the festival,
said he was proud of everyone who took part.
He praised the pupils’ dedication and willingness to put
in extra hours to perfect their routines.
“It was a great experience for the younger pupils to
experience what performing on a stage is like,” he said.
“They were all brilliant. I would like to say a big thank you to
everyone for putting in so much time and effort during
rehearsals. The performances were of a very high
standard. Well done to all.”

Have a say on new powers
RESIDENTS can have
their say on devolving
more power to the region’s
politicians at a series of
meetings.
The North East Combined Authority (Neca),
which brings together the
seven councils covering
the area from the Scottish
border to the River Tees,
wants the Government to
give it more powers over

economic
development,
skills and transport.
Durham’s County Hall
will host a discussion
on Tuesday, March 17, at
6.30pm.
Simon Henig, leader of
Durham County Council
and chair of Neca, said:
“Our proposals for the devolution of powers to the
region would enable us
to boost the North-East’s

economic prosperity and
ensure that important
decisions about a range
of issues are taking right
here. It is important that
any proposals we put forward to Government fully
reflect the views of the
people in the North-East.
Anyone wishing to attend is asked to register
in advance at northeastca.
gov.uk/devolution

Wear Valley Advertiser circulation
January - December 2014 18,067 100% Free.

Varied reader profile: The Advertiser South Series is read
by a wide variety of ages and lifestyles.

Circulation area
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Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield
POSTCODE
SECTOR

AREA

HOUSEHOLDS

TOTAL COPIES
FORTNIGHTLY

HOUSEHOLD
PENETRATION

DL1 1

Darlington

DL1 2

Darlington

DL1 3

Darlington

DL1 4

Darlington

DL1 5

Darlington

DL2 1

Darlington Rural

DL2 2

Darlington Rural

DL3 0

Darlington

DL3 6

Darlington

DL3 7

Darlington

DL3 8

Darlington

DL3 9

Darlington

DL5 4

Newton Aycliffe

DL5 5

Newton Aycliffe

DL5 6

Newton Aycliffe

DL5 7

Newton Aycliffe

DL17 8

Ferryhill Chilton

TS21 2

Sedgefield Rural

TS21 3

Sedgefield Rural

2,747
5,417
3,872
6,177
2,875
2,536
3,053
6,225
4,101
1,900
3,303
4,532
4,049
2,865
1,711
4,001
4,293
1,208
1,423

2,747
5,417
3,872
727
724
2,536
3,053
6,225
4,101
1,900
3,303
4,532
4,049
2,865
1,711
4,001
1,309
1,208
1,423

100%
100%
100%
12%
25%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
30%
100%
100%

The Darlington, Aycliffe and Sedgefield Advertiser is now delivered FREE to
55,700 households scheduled over a fortnightly distribution cycle.
100% more households - 100% more readers
Which means
More customers - More response
More return on investment for your company
In nearly all postcode delivery areas we will reach 100 % household penetration
over the two week cycle through.
Unrivalled and unbeaten coverage in your local community.
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POSTCODE
SECTOR

AREA

HOUSEHOLDS

TOTAL

DL13 3

Wolsingham, Hamsterley

1,379

936

68%

DL14 0

Bishop Auckland

2,864

1,251

44%

5,050

3,380

67%

2,425

1,856

77%

3,732

1,065

29%

2,331

1,506

65%

3,964

3,013

76%

4,014

2,975

74%

DL14 6
DL14 7
DL14 9
DL15 8
DL15 9
DL16 7

Bishop Auckland
(Incl South Church)
Bishop Auckland
(Incl Toronto, Escomb)
West Auckland
Crook (Incl Howden Le
Wear, Fir Tree)
Crook (Incl Billy Row,
Stanley, Roddymoor)
Spennymoor (Incl
Kirk Merrington, Byers
Green)

NEW HOUSEHOLD
PENETRATION

DL 4 1

Shildon (Incl Brusselton)

2,260

2,194

97%

DL 4 2

Shildon (Incl Old Eldon,
Middridge Drift)

2,525

2,420

96%

39,822

29,309

74%

The Wear Valley Advertiser is now delivered FREE to 29,456
households scheduled over a fortnightly distribution cycle.

More Households - More Readers
Which means
More Customers - More Response
More return on investment for your company
Unrivaled and unbeaten coverage in your local community
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North Yorkshire
Advertiser
Reaching a weekly print
and online audience of
more than 23,163*/***
The North Yorkshire Advertiser has a higher
readership in Northallerton than other
publication in the area
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North Yorkshire

Week ending

northyorkshireadvertiser.co.uk

Anger at
constant
work on
A-road
By Janet Gleeson
Staff Reporter

AN irate householder is calling for an amnesty from
roadworks for the main road
outside his home – which he
reckons is the most dug up
road in Britain.
Dave Brown claims the past
two years have been a constant
round of one-way traffic light
systems and works on the A684
Bedale Road, in Aiskew.
“The utility companies just
seem to be taking turns to dig
the road up, and because it’s
the main road into the Dales
there is a lot of traffic.”
He said the latest roadworks
were sparked after a barn
fire behind the main road on
March 1 when a fire hydrant
started leaking badly.
“After numerous phone calls
to Yorkshire Water they did
come out, but it took a long
time to sort out, and because
there was a lot of water there
was a lot of mud, the road was
in a state and for people who
live here it was awful.
“On April 7 another leak appeared on a fire hydrant 500
yards from the original hydrant which was repaired.
“Even when that was repaired the hole was still there
and the traffic lights were still
there and after ringing York-

shire Water again nothing
happened.
“We have had a constant
stream of utilities digging up
this road. Before Yorkshire
Water it was gas, and previously British Telecom, it just
doesn’t end,” added Mr Brown.
He believes a new bypass being built to take traffic around
Leeming Bar, Aiskew and
Bedale could help but up to 400
new homes are being built on
sites along the A684 in Aiskew
and Leeming Bar which could
mean more utility companies
digging up the road to install
new services.
“I really do believe Bedale
Road in Aiskew has been dug
up and had traffic lights more
than any other road in the UK.
There must be more the utility
companies can do to ensure
work is carried out at the same
time, he said.
A Yorkshire Water spokesperson said: “We notified our
repair and maintenance partner Morrison Utility Services
to fix the fire hydrant water
leak on Bedale Road as soon as
possible and apologise for any
inconvenience caused. A burst
water main has also occurred
nearby on this road recently,
which we have repaired and
will be removing the temporary traffic lights very soon to
ease congestion.”

April 23, 2015

Katrina Addison with some of her artwork

Artist’s work goes on display
A FREELANCE artist from
Thirsk is the latest to have her
work displayed at
Northallerton’s Civic Centre.
Katrina Addison graduated
in fine art in 2001at De
Montfort University in
Leicester and has worked in
various schools around
Yorkshire and the north-east
as a specialist tutor.
She also spent a number of
years at Thirsk Children’s

Centre providing art sessions
for parents and pre-school
children and ran art actvities
at Thirsk Leisure Centre. She
runs her own Saturday art
clubs at Carlton Miniott and
Rural Arts in Thirsk.
A mum-of-two with another
one on the way, she likes to
work with mixed media and
has recently developed her
own drawing styles as a
greetings card designer.

“The quality of the pieces is
outstanding,” said
Hambleton’s arts
development officer Kate
Staines. She chooses
subjects that interest and
inspire her, from landscapes
to portraits to animals.
“We are always delighted
when a local artist asks to
display their work here as it
gives them a chance to exhibit
to a much wider audience.”

Disturbance will be kept
minimal while resurfacing
A NUMBER of car parks in
the Hambleton district are to
be closed for resurfacing over
the coming weeks.
Hambleton District Council
will work on the Millgate and
Marage car parks at Thirsk
between April 21 and April
24. The closures will be alternated to keep disruption to a
minimum. Parking will also
be available in the Market
Place and the nursery and
bakery car parks.
The main entrance road to

Northallerton Forum will be
closed from April 27 to May
1 for repairs. The pedestrian
access via the main entry
will be maintained and the
short stay and long stay car
parks will be still open with
alternative access available.
“We apologise for any inconvenience and disruption
this may cause,” said Clive
Thornton, corporate facilities manager for the council.
“We are trying to keep disturbance to a minimum.”
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Playground offers key
role in family support
By Ashley Barnard

Key facts
The North Yorkshire Advertiser provides a weekly, free,
news and information service which is both expected
and respected by readers and advertisers alike.
Local and community values: The North Yorkshire
Advertiser contains local editorial and advertising which
gives the publication a strong community feel.
Retention value: The North Yorkshire Advertiser is a weekly
publication, its readers refer back to it again and again
throughout the week.

Week ending

Staff Reporter

A RECOVERY centre for wounded, injured and sick veterans and
military personnel has opened
a children’s playground to put
more emphasis on supporting
the whole family.
Phoenix House recovery centre
in Catterick Garrison opened the
children’s playground alongside
a family Easter egg hunt with
members of Band of Sisters – a
group set up to support family
members of personnel and veterans going through difficult
times.
Annamarie Hurst, 34, from Darlington, said her husband Lee
struggled with the loss of military life when he was medically
discharged from the army with
severe Crohn’s disease in 2010.
She said their 16-year-old
daughter Brogan also found it
difficult to adjust to civilian life
after growing up as an army
child – but once the family found
out about Band of Sisters and
Band of Brothers at Phoenix
House things started to look up.
She said: “We started coming to
Phoenix House about 18 months
ago and haven’t looked back.
Band of Brothers has helped my

April 16, 2015

husband because it made him
realise he can do things after the
army, and can take part in events
with others like him.”
Mr Hurst got a job straight
after leaving the army as a BT
Openreach engineer, and was
quickly promoted to a manager
– but it proved difficult for him
and the family to adjust to the
lifestyle change.
She added: “What he really
missed was the banter and camaraderie and this has given it
to him.”
Mrs Hurst said she and her five
children – Brogan, 16, Maizie, 14,
Tyreny 11, Crecie, six, and Stapes, two – also loved coming to
the centre.
She said: “The new playground
is fantastic. There are lots of
families that come to Phoenix
House so it is nice for them to
mix.
“I love being part of Band of
Sisters – I’ve met other wives in a
similar situation to me and it has
helped us all cope as a family.”
Phoenix House manager Mo
Usman said: “We are delighted
to open the new playground. We
have families that come and stay
with us, and we needed something for children to do when PLAYGROUND: The opening of a play area and an Easter egg hunt at Phoenix
they are here.”
House in Catterick Garrison. Picture: CHRIS BOOTH

Help to take burden
off the carers’ backs
A NORTH Yorkshire scheme
is encouraging volunteers to
give up some of their time
for a respite sitting service.
North Yorkshire and York
Respite Sitting Schemes for
adults aims to reduce
isolation for carers, allowing
them to get jobs done, go to
the hairdressers or shops, to
enjoy coffee with friends or
to just have time to
themselves, safe in the
knowledge that their loved
one is being looked after.
The scheme hopes to reach
out to people in the
community who are full-time
carers for their spouses or
partners, and recruit
volunteers who would sit
with clients for up to two
hours a week, fortnightly, or
monthly, in order to give fulltime carers a break.
There are schemes across
North Yorkshire, with the

Richmondshire branch
hoping to inspire people to
volunteer in more rural areas.
The teams believe a couple
of hours break a week can
increase a carer’s ability to
cope, helping them to stay
active members of the
community as well as
physically and mentally well.
The breaks can also
improve relationships
between the carer and the
cared for.
No special qualifications
are required. For more about
respite in Richmondshire
contact Michelle Cardwell on
01748 832271 or info@
stjohnscc.org.uk. For more
about volunteering contact
Linda Curran on 01748
822335 or volunteercentre@
virginmedia.com
For information about the
sitting service in Hambleton
contact 01609 780458.
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a younger audience than our paid for publications. 28% of
its readers are adults aged 15-34.
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100th baby delivered
on midwife-led unit
By Janet Gleeson
Staff reporter

Readership: There are 70,162 adults in the North Yorkshire
Advertiser circulation area, of which 22,903 adults read the
publication each week.
Paul and Hayley Alderson with baby Isla Grace, the 100th baby to be born at the
midwife-led Friarage Hospital maternity unit

Reach: In the North Yorkshire Advertiser core marketing
area (Northallerton) 8,535 people read the publication
weekly. This is 64% of all adults in the area.

Week ending

northyorkshireadvertiser.co.uk

A maternity unit which last
year lost its consultant-led service in a controversial downgrading has delivered its 100th
baby since the changes.
Isla Grace Alderson was
born at the Friarage Hospital
in Northallerton at 8.55am on
Saturday, March 21, weighing
a healthy seven pounds and
half an ounce. She’s the second
child of proud parents Hayley
and Paul whose son Isaac was
also born at the Northallerton
hospital in 2012.
The Friarage maternity unit
became midwife-led in October
after protestors lost their battle
to keep the consultant service
which was said to be unaffordable and unsustainable.
Thousands of people joined
the campaign to maintain the
service fearing women facing
more complicated births would
have to travel to Middlesbrough or Darlington, adding
up to an hour to their journey.
The Northallerton staff are
keen to make sure people realise they can still have their
babies at the Friarage. They
say they provide friendly individualised care to women with
straightforward pregnancies,

partners can stay in en-suite
rooms during and after the
birth and women with high
risk pregnancies can still receive outpatient antenatal
care.
But for more complicated
births expectant mothers have
to go to a consultant-led obstetric unit where facilities for
complications are more immediately available.
Deborah Hebblethwaite, a
midwife and the maternity
centre’s manager, said: “We’re
thrilled to have delivered the
100th baby and wish the family all the very best. I think
there are still some people out
there who think we’re not here
anymore but we are and have a
great team. We’re looking forward to continuing to provide
the care for lots more mothers
and their babies at the centre.”
Hayley Alderson said: “My
experience at the centre was
really good, it felt more relaxed
and I received great one-to-one
care from the midwife.
“Our son, Isaac, was also
born here before the changes
took place but I’d definitely
recommend it to any mums
who are expecting and say ‘if
you’ve got the opportunity to
come here, do, it’s the way forward’.”

Children’s centre is
set to brighten visits
STAFF at a hospital unit
which provides a range of
services for children and
young people are fundraising
to make the centre a more
welcoming and inviting
place.
The Specialist Children’s
Services team, which works
with youngsters from across
Hambleton and
Richmondshire, are aiming to
raise £3,500 to make the
Child Development Centre, in
Northallerton, more
welcoming.
The NHS centre, in a former
three-bedroom house in
Brompton Road, is working
with Rural Arts, in Thirsk, to
create artwork at the
entrance and along corridors
and to redesign a tired wall
mural.
Consultant paediatrician Dr
Maggie Willox said the
revamp would make patients

Reader Profile: The North Yorkshire Advertiser readership
is split evenly between male and female readers, with the
most common readers aged 65+ (27%). 54% of readers
are social grade ABC1.

and their families, who are
under stress, feel valued.
She added: “A hospital or
clinical setting can often
have unhappy or painful
associations for some of our
children and young people
because of previous
operations and procedures.
“Some of our children and
young people use
wheelchairs and walking
frames and it important that
there is an appealing decor
at their eye level.”
Following a series of
events, including a cake stall
and a raffle, and donations
the appeal total stands at
more than £2,200.
Numerous events, including
a sponsored skydive, are
planned for the coming
months, ahead of the revamp
starting in the summer.
For details or to donate,
call 01609 780471.
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the North of England
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RPA claim advice
By Mike Bridgen
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STEPS to ensure that farmers and their
agents can complete their Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) claims on time
have been announced by the Rural
Payments Agency (RPA).
While the core and registration parts
of the Rural Payments system are
working well, there have been performance problems with the online interface that farmers and agents use.
The RPA is now offering farmers
and their agents the use of established
forms and processes to complete their
claims by the deadline. The RPA will
then input this data on to the system,
and will be able to make payments to

farmers from December 2015.
Apart from registering, farmers will
not be asked to enter any further data
online now. Data that has already been
entered onto the system has been saved
and will be used.
Two forms are now available to
download from the RPA’s website at
gov.uk. These are RLE1, which allows
claimants to transfer land and entitlements and make changes to their land;
and BP5, the BPS claim form.
RPA chief executive, Mark Grimshaw, said: “My priority is to ensure
that every farmer and agent has the
help they need to make their claims
on time.
“Having listened to feedback, the
RPA will now combine existing forms

that farming businesses are used to,
with data that the Rural Payments system already has. This will mean that
everyone who is registered and wants
to complete a 2015 Basic Payment
Scheme claim can do so.”
The RPA has started emailing all
farmers and agents, who have already
registered on the Rural Payments website, to provide further detail on completing and submitting claims.
The new ways farmers can complete
their claims are:
n Farm businesses with little change
to their land will be fast-tracked by
the RPA. They will receive an email
in April that summarises the land and
entitlement information already held,
together with instructions on complet-

ing their claim by email.
n Farm businesses that need to map
new features can use existing forms to
prepare their claims, before they are
sent a form in April, which they can
submit by post or at a drop-in centre.
Any farmer who has not received an
up-to-date map of their land from the
RPA in the past six months will be sent
one during April.
Mark Grimshaw said that they welcomed the announcement by Commissioner Hogan to offer an extension of
the deadline for BPS claims to June 15.
Farmers and their agents can obtain
help at RPA drop-in centres or by
calling the helpline on 03000 200301.
Farmers still need to register using the
online service to start the process.

The Northern Farmer publication was
launched in October 2010 and has quickly
positioned itself in the market as a must have
read for the farming community. It is an
extension of the highly successful and award
winning “The Scottish Farmer”.
The Northern Farmer will strive to be the
mainstay of the North of England farming
industry providing unrivalled news, views,
market intelligence and features on all aspects
of agricultural and equestrianism written by
knowledgeable award winning writers.

Distribution
The Northern Farmer is an agricultural
publication for the North of England. Published
monthly with a circulation of 10,000, of which
3,000 is distributed via direct mailings to
Farmers across the northern regions and
7,000 copies being distributed to specifically
targeted agricultural outlets and auction marts.
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ONE of the largest shipments of
grain to ever leave the UK has been
loaded at the Port of Tyne.
GrainCo, the largest grain trading and marketing business in the
North of England and Scotland,
spent nearly seven days loading
more than 60,000 tonnes of barley
on board the giant Rosco Poplar
bulk cargo vessel, which has a maximum capacity of 68,000 tonnes.
Gary Bright, GrainCo managing
director, said it was one of the largest grain shipments to ever leave
the UK. He said: “The UK barley
market is bucking the global trend
with increased supplies of good
quality barley available – about
2,310 truckloads will be loaded and
the ability to export in such large
vessels increases export opportunities from the local and wider
region.”

Motoring: page 63

£1.50

The barley was from farms in an
area stretching from Dundee to
Doncaster. It was bound for Saudi
Arabia to be used as animal feed
and follows an earlier shipment of
33,000 tonnes to Kuwait.
GrainCo is a part of Tynegrain,
the North’s leading grain drying
and storage co-operative, and
owned by more than 100 farmers in
the North-East and Scotland
Mr Bright said demand from
domestic consumption had been
poor for barley, which had led to
them seeking export markets for
the surplus crop. Steven Harrison,
chief operating officer for the Port
of Tyne, said: “The Port of Tyne
has invested heavily in handling
equipment for a variety of dry bulk
cargoes and it is good to see grain
as a commodity experiencing this
resurgence.”

LOADING UP: Gary Bright, left, managing director of GrainCo, with
Steven Harrison, the Port of Tyne’s chief operating officer

EU offers best bet
By Wendy Short
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March 2015

Barley bucks trend as one of
largest shipments leaves UK

SIR James Paice, former farms minister, advised farmers to vote to stay in
Europe if a referendum on EU membership is held.
He told growers at NIAB TAG’s
30th anniversary Outlook Conference
at Scotch Corner, that if Britain opted
out, its farmers would not receive anything like the current payments.
Sir James said: “If we left, our treasury would not be prepared to provide
farm support at anything even close
to current levels. Plus, we would still
have to meet all the European standards of production for our exports.

“We would find ourselves being
forced to meet these exacting standards, without any opportunity to be
able to participate in the way the rules
are drawn up.”
Sir James said that the majority of
politicians failed to understand the
complexities of the CAP and considered farm support payments a drain on
taxpayers’ money.
He reminded growers that farming
was not at the top of any party political agenda, with some politicians still
viewing agriculture as an obstacle to
environmental conservation.
Sir James said. “There are still influential people out there who think
that taking land out of agricultural

production will improve biodiversity.
They do not recognise that it needs to
be managed, for maximum benefit to
wildlife.”
He said he had witnessed tension
among European Union representatives, with officials from some member states regarding the CAP as a
social mechanism primarily to keep
farmers on the land. Meanwhile, others felt it was vital to support agriculture as an economic industry.
The growing global demand for food
and price volatility were subjects that
had only been added to the political
debate fairly recently, he said.
“Last time the CAP was reviewed,
food shortage issues were given little

consideration,” said Sir James. “That
will most certainly not be the case
when it comes to the end of the current period of reform, which runs until
2020.
“It should have been realised that
opening up markets would increase
price volatility. I would like to see Europe set out broad rules and budgets
and give each country greater flexibility over how the rules are interpreted.”
While he thought it unlikely that
farm support would cease altogether
in the foreseeable future, it was inevitable that payments would diminish.
A strategy was needed to help farmers
cope during the transitional period.

Conference reports: page 4
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Living
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Living is a
complimentary glossy,
lifestyle magazine.
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Living is the inspirational magazine in Yorkshire. We
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boasts delivery to over 250 outlets in the region.
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SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
n FULL STORY Page 5

Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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News briefs

Record sale
BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.

Hustings held
A HUSTINGS, to which all seven
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
parliamentary constituency have been
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
Sowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.

Election forum
A FORUM for General Election candidates
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
by the Churches Together group. It will
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
open to all members of the public.

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography

THE gardens of one of the last Edwardian country houses to be built in
Yorkshire before the First World War
are set to be opened for the first time
after a lengthy restoration project.
After years of neglect which saw part
of the grounds at Sion Hill Hall, near
Thirsk, grazed by sheep, Michael
Mallaby, chairman of the hall’s trustees, has transformed the gardens
to complement the neo-Georgian
property, designed by the “Lutyens of
the North”, Walter Brierley.
A garden created to mark the property’s centenary has been recently
completed, after a year of planning,
and includes perfumed roses, delphiniums and peonies.
The gardens will be opened on June
20 and 21 to raise funds for the
National Garden Scheme, which supports charities such as Marie Curie
Cancer Care, the Carers Trust and
Hospice UK.
For more details, call 01845-587206.

Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading

near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

By Joe Willis
Staff Reporter
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Fire officers demonstrate water rescue drills on the Wear
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A chorus of boos from opponents greeted the
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Safety crews beef
up river knowhow

Cathedral set to stage
Holocaust evening

Parents of a young teacher who died on
holiday in Mexico have paid tribute to their
daughter... page 5
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DURHAM Cathedral will host a moving
Holocaust memorial evening tomorrow.
InterOpera will present Darkness to Light,
an evening of classical music and survivors’
stories marking the 70th anniversary of the
Durham Light Infantry helping to liberate
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
Guest speakers will include Dame Esther
Rantzen and actor Kevin Whately. There
will be performances from soprano Penelope
Randall-Davis, tenor James Edwards, the
Reg Vardy Band and four choirs conducted
by Alistair Dawes. A new piece by Durhamborn composer Will Todd titled Lament will
also be aired.
The show starts at 8pm. Tickets are £8 to
£22. To book, call 03000-266-600. For more
information, visit interopera.org.

Moreinside

Conservatives also criticised the
Richmondshire administration for
stopping funding for CCTV cameras.
Cllr Fleur Butler, leader of the
council’s Conservative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable situation
Friday,
April 17, 2015
and it has
to change.
“Why should our council tax be
double just because we live in Richmondshire?

erected a sign at the boundary beleisure facilities, figures released
durhamtimes.co.uk
tween the two councils at Kiplin,
by the National Audit Commission

Newsbriefs

Picture: TOM BANKS

FIREFIGHTERS have
been training so they
are ready for any further
river rescues.
Crews were out honing
their skills on the River
Wear in Durham City
yesterday, as part of a
week-long water safety
campaign.
The effort comes after
several river deaths in
recent months.
For the first time, the
Chief Fire Officers’ Association has been running
a nationally co-ordinated
campaign to mark
Drowning Prevention
and Water Safety Week.
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Emergency services have
been raising awareness
this week of the ‘fatal
five’ risk factors – cold
water shock, underwater
dangers, water conditions, alcohol and swimming ability.
Yesterday, firefighters
carried out safety demonstrations and handed
out leaflets around Framwellgate Bridge.
The results of an independent review of river
safety by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) were
announced on Wednesday.
l Full story: page 3
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Momentum grows for
town council campaign
ANGER over a string of controversial planning decisions has prompted renewed calls for Durham to
have its own town council.
Labour’s Roberta BlackmanWoods said Durham needed a
stronger voice and “now is the time”
to create a town council for the currently unparished areas of the city
centre.
Her call won the qualified backing of rival General Election candidates Craig Martin of the Liberal
Democrats, Conservative Rebecca
Coulson, Jonathan Elmer from the
Green Party and independent John
Marshall.
A town council could have powers over some services and a say on
planning issues.
There have been fears over a

By Mark Tallentire
Staff Reporter
“democratic deficit” since Durham
City Council was abolished in 2009
but a previous attempt to create a
town council failed in 2012 amid
public disinterest.
There was also disagreement over
whether a council should cover all of
Durham, the city centre and Newton Hall or the city centre only.
Dr Blackman-Woods said she
felt public opinion “might” have
changed and is collecting signatures for a petition asking Durham
County Council to consult on the
issue.
The council is required to carry
out a community governance review

within 12 months if the petition is
signed by 7.5 per cent of the electorate, about 1,400 names.
Dr Blackman-Woods, who wants a
town council to cover the city centre
only, said: “There are some areas
in Durham City that are not represented by a parish council which is
totally unfair and many residents
feel that because of this their voices
are not being fully heard.
“It doesn’t make sense for the city
centre to be unparished – we need
a really vibrant and active parish
council.”
Mr Martin said he wanted a town
council, the Lib Dems had been
pushing for it and Labour at County
Hall had held it back.
Ms Coulson said the Conservatives had campaigned for a town

theadvertiser
North Yorkshire

shire Water again nothing
happened.
“We have had a constant
stream of utilities digging up
this road. Before Yorkshire
Water it was gas, and previously British Telecom, it just
doesn’t end,” added Mr Brown.
He believes a new bypass being built to take traffic around
Leeming Bar, Aiskew and
Bedale could help but up to 400
new homes are being built on
sites along the A684 in Aiskew
and Leeming Bar which could
mean more utility companies
digging up the road to install
new services.
“I really do believe Bedale
Road in Aiskew has been dug
up and had traffic lights more
than any other road in the UK.
There must be more the utility
companies can do to ensure
work is carried out at the same
time, he said.
A Yorkshire Water spokesperson said: “We notified our
repair and maintenance partner Morrison Utility Services
to fix the fire hydrant water
leak on Bedale Road as soon as
possible and apologise for any
inconvenience caused. A burst
water main has also occurred
nearby on this road recently,
which we have repaired and
will be removing the temporary traffic lights very soon to
ease congestion.”

council but a consultation process
would be very costly, so the council
should “just get on with it”.
Mr Elmer said the Greens supported the initiative and would
gather signatures for the petition
while Mr Marshall said Durham
City needed a more independent
voice and the campaign had his
support.
A Neighbourhood Planning Forum for Durham was set up early
last year but county council planning committees, mostly comprising
councillors from outside Durham
City, have still approved a number
of controversial developments, including recently large-scale student
accommodation schemes for lower
Claypath and Kepier Court.
l Comment: page 23

Week ending
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Anger at
constant
work on
A-road

April 23, 2015

(North Yorkshire)

Staff Reporter
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I’ll vote for opposition if
they can cut council tax
A SENIOR councillor has pledged
to vote for the opposition if they can
run a council on the same level of
council tax as a neighbouring authority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
which is controlled by a group of
Independents, made the statement
after local Conservatives chose to
highlight what they claimed was
the “stark difference” in council tax
bills between Richmondshire and

FEATURES
The improbable
bishop page 29

By Janet Gleeson
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Revamped gardens at hall to be revealed

Villagers rush to help
injured churchgoer
VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

AN irate householder is calling for an amnesty from
roadworks for the main road
outside his home – which he
reckons is the most dug up
road in Britain.
Dave Brown claims the past
two years have been a constant
round of one-way traffic light
systems and works on the A684
Bedale Road, in Aiskew.
“The utility companies just
seem to be taking turns to dig
the road up, and because it’s
the main road into the Dales
there is a lot of traffic.”
He said the latest roadworks
were sparked after a barn
fire behind the main road on
March 1 when a fire hydrant
started leaking badly.
“After numerous phone calls
to Yorkshire Water they did
come out, but it took a long
time to sort out, and because
there was a lot of water there
was a lot of mud, the road was
in a state and for people who
live here it was awful.
“On April 7 another leak appeared on a fire hydrant 500
yards from the original hydrant which was repaired.
“Even when that was repaired the hole was still there
and the traffic lights were still
there and after ringing York-
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Katrina Addison with some of her artwork

Artist’s work goes on display

A FREELANCE artist from
Thirsk is the latest to have her
work displayed at
Northallerton’s Civic Centre.
Katrina Addison graduated
in fine art in 2001at De
Montfort University in
Leicester and has worked in
various schools around
Yorkshire and the north-east
as a specialist tutor.
She also spent a number of
years at Thirsk Children’s

Centre providing art sessions
for parents and pre-school
children and ran art actvities
at Thirsk Leisure Centre. She
runs her own Saturday art
clubs at Carlton Miniott and
Rural Arts in Thirsk.
A mum-of-two with another
one on the way, she likes to
work with mixed media and
has recently developed her
own drawing styles as a
greetings card designer.
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“The quality of the pieces is
outstanding,” said
Hambleton’s arts
development officer Kate
Staines. She chooses
subjects that interest and
inspire her, from landscapes
to portraits to animals.
“We are always delighted
when a local artist asks to
display their work here as it
gives them a chance to exhibit
to a much wider audience.”

theadvertiser
Disturbance will be kept
minimal while resurfacing

A NUMBER of car parks in
Northallerton Forum will be
the Hambleton district are to
closed from April 27 to May
be closed for resurfacing over
1 for repairs. The pedestrian
the coming weeks.
access via the main entry
Hambleton District Council
will be maintained and the
will work on the Millgate and
short stay and long stay car
darlingtonaycliffesedgefieldadvertiser.co.uk
Marage
car parks at Thirsk
parks will be still open with
between April 21 and April
alternative access available.
24. The closures will be alter“We apologise for any innated to keep disruption to a
convenience and disruption
minimum. Parking will also
this may cause,” said Clive
be available in the Market
Thornton, corporate faciliPlace and the nursery and
ties manager for the council.
bakery car parks.
“We are trying to keep disThe main entrance road to
turbance to a minimum.”

Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield

Lives of tragic teens are
celebrated by hundreds

Week ending

April 24, 2015

North Yorkshire Advertiser circulation
January-December 2014 20,182 100% Free.

By Hannah Bryan
Staff reporter

HUNDREDS of people came together at
the weekend to show their support for the
families of two friends who were killed in
separate tragedies just days apart.
Scores of young people gathered at 4Motion Skate Park, in Darlington, on Friday
to remember 15-year-old Kyle Hull, who
died after falling through a roof at Darlington Auction Mart.
As a tribute to the scooter rider, his
friends wore T-shirts with the words
“Ride for Kyle” as they rode around the
park, while donations were given to help
his family with funeral costs.
A raffle was also held, with prizes donated by a number of local businesses,
including Asda, Morrisons, the Station
pub in Hurworth, and Skerne Park shop,
while 4Motion gave their facilities free.
Kyle’s mother, Michele, said she was
overwhelmed with the turnout, and
thanked everyone, while his uncle, Darren added: “Some people judge the richness of an area by the size of your house
or how expensive your car is, but on a
council estate it is the size of your heart
that counts.”
His friend, Sophie Bates, 16, said Kyle
would have been extremely proud of everybody coming together.
As a tribute to her friend, 14-year-old
Kassie Kilpatrick had her thick, brown
hair shaved off in front of crowds of Saturday shoppers in Darlington town centre
to raise money for Kyle’s family.
His uncle, Luke Medcalf, who was
watching in the crowd, said: “We are absolutely over the moon with how everyone has come together.”
On Sunday, hundreds gathered at 3D
Strength Gym, in Darlington’s Skerne
Park, to remember Tyrone Singh, who
was killed when the silver Hyundai Getz
he was driving collided with a barrier on
the A66 between Darlington and Stockton,
in the early hours of Wednesday.
As the 18-year-old was an aspiring bodybuilder and strongman competitor, the
event featured a strongman competition,
as well as sumo wrestling, a tug-of-war

(South Series)
Friends of Kyle Hull release balloons in his memory at 4Motion skate park in Darlington
Picture: STUART BOULTON
contest, bouncy castle and tombola, with
prizes donated by friends and neighbours.
The event, which was supported by
Sparta Security, was organised by his personal trainer, Dale McPherson, who said:
“It was absolutely brilliant. Tyrone would
have loved it. The locals said they had
never seen the community come together
like this before.”
Kyle’s funeral will be held on Thursday
at 12.30pm at St Cuthbert’s Church, in
Darlington. All are welcome.

Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield Advertiser circulation
July-December 2014 32,973 100% free.
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Delight as
Post Office
set to stay
By Mark Summers
Staff Reporter

PLANS to close Chesterle-Street’s main post office and move services
to a franchise have been
dropped.
The Post Office says that
a significant increase in
rental costs has made unsustainable its proposals
to replace the Crown facility at 137 Front Street
with counters in a shop in
North Burns.
The planned shake-up
was unpopular with many
customers and the news
has been welcomed by
North Durham Labour MP
Kevan Jones.
But he has warned that
the town will have to
watch for Post Office managers trying to revisit the
idea in the future.

Roger Gale, general manager of the Crown Post Office network, said: “Post
Office can confirm that
we are withdrawing the
proposal to relocate Chester-le-Street Post Office to
North Burns.
“Chester-le-Street Post
Office will therefore be
retained in its current location and will continue
to be operated directly by
Post Office Ltd.
“I would like to express
my appreciation for the
great work of our colleagues
at
Chester-leStreet Post Office who
continue to provide an
excellent service to customers.”
Mr Jones said: “It was a
damn silly idea in the first
place so it is good news.
“If you go to the post office, on a weekday or on a

Saturday, it is chocker.
“Where they were proposing to put it, near a
busy junction and away
from the rest of the shops,
was nonsense.
“The new place would
have been cramped and
would also have left a
large, empty building on
Front Street with no use.
“It is good news the Post
Office have seen sense but
we need to guard against
the fact they may try to
find another location.”
The proposal, part of a
national programme to
switch services to franchised operations, was opposed by residents and the
Communication Workers
Union (CWU),
Concerns centred on the
new location and facilities
there and the loss of experienced Post Office staff.

Players Nathan Baker and Callum Harker, front, with head coach
Matt Logan. In yellow with other players are coach Aaron Arkley
(left) and general manager Barbara Greenwell

Gridiron cash boost

(North Series)
AN AMERICAN football club in Chester-le-Street for youngsters is getting
£1,000 from Cestria Community Housing for equipment and pitch hire.
The North Durham Knights were set up in 2013 to interest 11 to 17-yearolds in the thriving sport and hopes to compete in a national league.
Coach Matt Logan said: “The grant means we can buy helmets and
shoulder pads so the team can play the full contact game more often – as
opposed to flag football where they just learn the basic skills.
“The contact sport is what most of the youngsters want to try so it’s great
we will now be able to offer this option.
“With the Superbowl being shown on Channel Four last month we’ve
seen an upsurge in interest from youngsters.
“With the grant from Cestria, we will be able to widen opportunities for
these young people to get involved in the game.”
The grant comes from Cestria’s Giving Committee, which is administered
by the County Durham Community Foundation.
Christine Scott, Assistant Director of Corporate Services, said: “The
North Durham Knights club does a fantastic job providing opportunities.”

February 28, 2015
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Print Technical
Specifications

Newspaper Column
Measurements
x1................27mm x6............. 172mm
x2............... 56mm

x7............. 201mm

x3............... 85mm

x8.............230mm

x4..............114mm

x9.............259mm

x5............. 143mm

x18..........546mm

FILE FORMATS

Advertising Checklist

Artwork to be supplied as a pdf or eps file.

• Is the advertisment the

COLOUR
Files should be saved as CMYK colour ONLY. No other
colour specification method will produce correct
results. All Pantone colours and other Colour Matching
Systems should be converted to CMYK before delivery.
Similarly colour halftones should be saved as CMYK not
RGB, Indexed Colour or any other colour mode.
Newspaper Artwork (Colour) - 200dpi
Dot gain: Standard 35% @ 50%
Ink colours: SWOP Newsprint
Black ink limit: 70%
Total ink limit: 285%
Magazine Artwork (Colour) - 300dpi
Dot gain: SWOP coated 20% @ 50%
Ink colours: SWOP coated
Black ink limit: 90%
Total ink limit: 320%
MONO - 200dpi
Dot gain: Standard 35% at 50%
Lineart should be saved at 400dpi (text) or 800dpi if
tints are included.
BLACK TEXT
Black text is to be supplied 100% K, not CMYK
separated.

correct dimensions?
Publication sizes are
shown top right.
• Embed or vectorise all

fonts in your eps or pdf file.
• All colours need to be

CMYK separated.
• Do not save files in JPG

FORMAT as they may not
print correctly.
• Use minimum 14pt serif

and 12pt sans serif for
coloured text.
ADVERTS UTILISING WHITE SPACE
In circumstances where an advert
has to appear with no defined
border e.g. white space filling the
advert area; it is essential that
adverts of this nature contain a
white box the exact dimensions
of the overall advert, to ensure
our automatic download system
recognises the defined area.

FONTS
Fonts should be embedded or converted to outlines.

Any artwork sent in complete cannot be re-sized or amended in any way.
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Online Technical
Specifications

A Newspaper Masthead
B

Newspaper Masthead
Search

C

Search

D

Specification
Key
A
B
C
D
F
G
H
I

G

100%

Newspaper Masthead

Newspaper Masthead

I

F
iPad

Search

Search

Position
Size (Width by Height)
Skin*
1280px by 960px
Leaderboard**
728px by 90px
High Vis
280px by 130px
MPU
300px by 250px
Mini Banner
300px by 60px
Billboard
960px by 250px
Adhesion Banner (mobile only)
320px by 50px
Double Height MPU
300px by 600px

Newspaper Masthead

H

* Skin campaigns consist of a skin (the artwork used for the left and right),
extended leaderboard (960px x 106px), billboard and adhesion banner.
**A mobile leaderboard is also required in GIF format, 320px by 50px.
***An expanded leaderboard is also required as a GIF
or SWF file; 728px by 300px .
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To advertise in our publications
call one of our experienced
team members

Head of Advertising
Jayne Nicholson
t: 01325 505102
e: jayne.nicholson@nne.co.uk

Leaﬂet Print & Distribution Executive
Ben Higginson
t: 01206 508253
e: ben.higginson@zoominleaﬂets.co.uk

Auctions

01325 505333

Display Advertising

01325 505334

Entertainments/Holidays

01325 505332

Personal Announcements
BDMs/Private Motors
01274 705101
Private Articles for Sale

01325 505327

Property

01325 505328

Public Notices team

01274 705102

Recruitment Team

01274 705106

Sales & Services

01325 505330

Trade Motors

01325 505329
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SIX pubs in Durham City have started using breathalysers with drinkers being tested before being allowed entry.
The measure is part of moves to improve safety after several alcohol-related tragedies in the city. Pictured is Jade
Smedley, from the Wiff Waff bar.
Picture: TOM BANKS
n FULL STORY Page 5

Three arrests in
Claudia inquiry
PEOPLE are still withholding information that could
lead to the mystery of the
disappearance of Claudia
Lawrence being solved, according to a family friend.
Yesterday, three men were
detained on suspicion of the
murder of the York chef,
bringing the total number

By Emily Flanagan
Staff Reporter
emily.flanagan@nne.co.uk
of arrests in recent months
to six.
Police spent the day searching three houses in and

around the Heworth area of
the city.
Claudia, whose parents, Peter and Joan Lawrence, grew
up in Darlington, went missing on March 18, 2009, after
failing to return home from
work at York University.
No one has been charged
with her murder.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 2015

£1

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 2015

Friends rally for
‘Benidorm Jeff’

A case review in 2013 by
members of the newly established Major Crime Unit at
North Yorkshire Police led
to:
l A man in his fifties from
the York area being arrested
on suspicion of murder on
March 23 this year. He was
n CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

MISSING:
Claudia
Lawrence,
who was
35 when
she went
missing

Darlington Office
PO Box 14
Priestgate
Darlington
County Durham
DL1 1NF
t: 01325 381444

durhamtimes.co.uk
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Villagers rush to help
injured churchgoer

VILLAGERS rushed to the aid of an elderly
churchgoer who was critically injured in a
collision with a reversing car at the
weekend. The man in his 70s was airlifted
to hospital following the collision in West
Witton, Wensleydale, which happened at
about noon on Sunday. The accident
happened outside the Fox and Hounds pub.
The man, who lives in a nearby village, was
hit by a white Toyota Land Cruiser. It is
understood he had earlier been attending a
Penhill Benefice service at the village’s St
Bartholomew’s Church.
Pip Land, who also attended the service,
praised the efforts of villagers who came to
the man’s aid in torrential weather
conditions. She said the man was treated by
a nurse who was in the village at the time,
while other residents held umbrellas to
keep the rain off. Other villagers then
arrived with a large sheet of tarpaulin to
keep the man and emergency workers dry.
Witnesses said it took around 30 minutes
for the road ambulance to arrive. An air
ambulance then took the man to the James
Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.

By Hannah Bryan
Staff reporter

HUNDREDS of people came together at
the weekend to show their support for the
families of two friends who were killed in
separate tragedies just days apart.
Scores of young people gathered at 4Motion Skate Park, in Darlington, on Friday
to remember 15-year-old Kyle Hull, who
died after falling through a roof at Darlington Auction Mart.
As a tribute to the scooter rider, his
friends wore T-shirts with the words
“Ride for Kyle” as they rode around the
park, while donations were given to help
his family with funeral costs.
A raffle was also held, with prizes donated by a number of local businesses,
including Asda, Morrisons, the Station
pub in Hurworth, and Skerne Park shop,
while 4Motion gave their facilities free.
Kyle’s mother, Michele, said she was
overwhelmed with the turnout, and
thanked everyone, while his uncle, Darren added: “Some people judge the richness of an area by the size of your house
or how expensive your car is, but on a
council estate it is the size of your heart
that counts.”
His friend, Sophie Bates, 16, said Kyle
would have been extremely proud of everybody coming together.
As a tribute to her friend, 14-year-old
Kassie Kilpatrick had her thick, brown
hair shaved off in front of crowds of Saturday shoppers in Darlington town centre
to raise money for Kyle’s family.
His uncle, Luke Medcalf, who was
watching in the crowd, said: “We are absolutely over the moon with how everyone has come together.”
On Sunday, hundreds gathered at 3D
Strength Gym, in Darlington’s Skerne
Park, to remember Tyrone Singh, who
was killed when the silver Hyundai Getz
he was driving collided with a barrier on
the A66 between Darlington and Stockton,
in the early hours of Wednesday.
As the 18-year-old was an aspiring bodybuilder and strongman competitor, the
event featured a strongman competition,
as well as sumo wrestling, a tug-of-war

Record sale
BETTERDAZE Record Shop and Juke Box
Showroom, in Zetland Street,
Northallerton, will hold a charity record
sale to celebrate National Record Day
tomorrow. LPs will be on sale from 50p with
proceeds going to local cancer charities.
Refreshments will be available. Contact
Gary Lewis on 07852-419937 or better.
daze@virgin.net for more information.
Friends of Kyle Hull release balloons in his memory at 4Motion skate park in Darlington
BOULTON
Picture: STUART BOULTO
UL N
ULTO
A HUSTINGS, to which all seven
candidates for the Thirsk and Malton
parliamentary constituency have been
invited, will be held at St Oswald’s Church,
Sowerby, on Thursday at 7pm.

Hustings held

contest, bouncy castle and tombola, with
prizes donated by friends and neighbours.
The event, which was supported by
Sparta Security, was organised by his personal trainer, Dale McPherson, who said:
“It was absolutely brilliant. Tyrone would
have loved it. The locals said they had
never seen the community come together
like this before.”
Kyle’s funeral will be held on Thursday
at 12.30pm at St Cuthbert’s Church, in
Darlington. All are welcome.

Darlington, Aycliffe & Sedgefield Advertiser circulation
July-December 2014 32,973 100% free.
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Election forum
A FORUM for General Election candidates
will take place on Sunday at the New Life
Baptist Church, Northallerton, organised
by the Churches Together group. It will
start at 7pm and run until 8.30pm, and is
open to all members of the public.
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Revamped gardens at hall to beNewsbriefs
revealed

THE gardens of one of the last Edwardian country houses to be built in
Yorkshire before the First World War
are set to be opened for the first time
after aDURHAM
lengthy restoration
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Safety crews beef
up river knowhow

Cathedral set to stage
Holocaust evening

Michael Mallaby in the Centenary Garden at Sion Hill Hall – Picture: Richard Doughty Photography
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Fire officers demonstrate water
wa rescue drills on the Wear

Picture: TOM BANKS

FIREFIGHTERS have
been training so they
are ready for any further
river rescues.
Crews were out honing
their skills on the River
Wear in Durham City
yesterday, as part of a
week-long water safety
campaign.
The effort comes after
several river deaths in
recent months.
For the first time, the
Chief Fire Officers’ Association has been running
a nationally co-ordinated
campaign to mark
Drowning Prevention
and Water Safety Week.

Emergency services have
been raising awareness
this week of the ‘fatal
five’ risk factors – cold
water shock, underwater
dangers, water conditions, alcohol and swimming ability.
Yesterday, firefighters
carried out safety demonstrations and handed
out leaflets around Framwellgate Bridge.
The results of an independent review of river
safety by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) were
announced on Wednesday.
l Full story: page 3

I’ll vote for opposition if Momentum
Mome
grows for
they can cut council tax town council campaign
Teacher mourned

Parents of a young teacher who died on
holiday in Mexico have
ha paid tribute to their
daughter... page 5

Digs dismay

A chorus of boos from opponents greeted the
approval of a £15m plan for more student
accommodation... page 7

Seven-way contest

A SENIOR councillor has pledged
to vote for the opposition if they can
run a council on the same level of
council tax as a neighbouring authority.
Cllr Mick Griffiths, deputy leader
of Richmondshire District Council,
which is controlled by a group of
Independents, made the statement
after local Conservatives chose to
highlight what they claimed was
the “stark difference” in council tax
bills between Richmondshire and
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Tory-run Hambleton district authorities.
To make their point, local Tories
erected a sign at the boundary between the two councils at Kiplin,
near Scorton.
The sign stated that council tax
more than doubled over the border
in Richmondshire.

The Conservatives added in a
statement that households in Richmondshire paid an additional cost
of between £75 and £225 on every
home in the district.
The party said that while Hambleton was investing in upgrading
leisure facilities, figures released
by the National Audit Commission
found that Richmondshire was in
the lowest performing fifth of councils across the country for spending
on culture and sport.

Seven names are in the hat to be Durham
City’s next MP... page 9
Conservatives also criticised the
Richmondshire administration for
stopping funding for CCTV cameras.
Cllr Fleur Butler, leader of the
council’s Conservative group, said:
“This is an unacceptable situation
and it has to change.
“Why should our council tax be
double just because we live in Richmondshire?

Continued on page 2

ANGER over a string of co
controversial planning decisions has prompted renewed calls for Dur
Durham to
have
ha its own town council.
BlackmanLabour’s Roberta Blac
Woods said Durham
a
Dur m needed
Durha
ne
stronger voice and “now is th
the time”
to create a town council for the currently unparished areas of the city
centre.
Her call won the qualified backing of rival General Election candidates Craig Martin of the Liberal
Democrats, Conservative Rebecca
Coulson, Jonathan Elmer from
the
fr
Green Party and independen
independent John
Marshall.
A town council could ha
have powers over some services and a say on
planning issues.
There have
ha
been fears over a

By Mark Tallentire
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“democratic deficit” since Durham
City Council was abolished in 2009
but a previous attempt to create a
town council failed in 2012 amid
public disinterest.
There was also disagreement over
whether a council should cover all of
Durham, the city centre and Newton Hall or the city centre only.
Dr Blackman-Woods said she
felt public opinion “might” have
changed and is collecting signatures for a petition asking Durham
County Council to consult on the
issue.
The council is required to carry
out a community governance review

within 12 months if the petition is
signed by 7.5 per cent of the electorate, about 1,400 names.
Dr Blackman-Woods, who wants a
town council to cover the city centre
only, said: “There are some areas
in Durham City that are not represented by a parish council which is
totally unfair and many residents
feel that because of this their voices
are not being fully heard.
“It doesn’t make sense for the city
centre to be unparished – we need
a really vibrant and active parish
council.”
Mr Martin said he wanted a town
council, the Lib Dems had been
pushing for it and Labour at County
Hall had held it back.
Ms Coulson said the Conservatives had campaigned for a town

council but a consultation process
would be very costly, so the council
should “just get on with it”.
Mr Elmer said the Greens supported the initiative and would
gather signatures for the petition
while Mr Marshall said Durham
City needed a more independent
voice and the campaign had his
support.
A Neighbourhood Planning Forum for Durham was set up early
last year but county council planning committees, mostly comprising
councillors from outside Durham
City, have still approved a number
of controversial developments, including recently large-scale student
accommodation schemes for lower
Claypath and Kepier Court.
l Comment: page 23
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